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ABSTRACT
In an age of increasingly human-modified ecosystems, wildlife must interact with numerous threats and
sources of disturbance. Attempts to mitigate the damage caused by human activity, such as wildlife
translocations, may also be viewed as a type of disturbance despite the intended positive goals of many
animal relocations. My research examines the risks wildlife translocations present relative to introduced or
endemic infectious diseases and is driven by this over-arching question: what is the impact of augmenting
populations with new hosts relative to the outbreak potential of pathogenic infections? For directly
transmitted diseases, pathogens rely on host interaction and infectiousness to spread. Therefore, to truly
assess the impact translocation events may have on local disease dynamics, we need to examine
processes occurring across the landscape as well as between hosts and within hosts.
My research focuses on the intersection between animal management, behavior, and
epidemiology using the desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) as a case study. I first approach the
translocation question at the population level (Chapter 1) and use tortoise movement data from a
controlled, replicated translocation study to estimate changes in population connectivity using proximity
networks. This study shows that translocation creates many new opportunities for contact and
transmission that could result in higher prevalence of local pathogens. I next examine how pathogen
characteristics like transmission efficiency per contact might affect these conclusions. In Chapter 2, I
focus on between-host transmission of the pathogen Mycoplasma agassizii - the most significant
pathogen identified in tortoise populations. By initiating controlled contact events between infected and
uninfected tortoises, I was able to estimate how much interaction would be necessary between hosts to
establish infection, relative to the infectiousness of the transmitting host. By comparing these
transmission estimates to contact data collected from wild tortoises, Chapter 2 shows that transmissionefficient contact events will likely be distributed in a highly skewed fashion compared to the assumptions
made in Chapter 1. In Chapter 3, I then explore what underlying factors may drive heterogeneity in
tortoise contacts and thus aid in identifying circumstances that facilitate M. agassizii transmission events.
Considering tortoise behavioral and spatial ecology, I identified metrics that improve prediction of contacts
between tortoises and show that mating behavior largely underlies skewed contact rates. Finally, in
Chapter 4, I return to tortoises infected with M. agassizii during the Chapter 2 study to determine how
host response to infection and patterns of disease progression might affect host infectiousness and the
length of the infectious period. I found varying levels of pathogen resistance and tolerance among
infected hosts, which had a large impact on the quantity of pathogen shed and the duration of shedding.
Collectively, these studies lay the groundwork for more comprehensive studies of M. agassizii
epidemiology in both disturbed and undisturbed populations. I conclude with a discussion of future work
incorporating these data into experimental translocations conducted as part of a larger project.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the years research has supported the notion that individuals within many populations do not interact
in a random fashion (Lusseau 2003; Read et al. 2008; Craft et al. 2011). Animals are creatures of habit often reacting to detailed knowledge of their spatial environment and the conspecifics and resources
within that environment. Within our daily activities, we may only visit a small subset of locations within our
area of use, and only interact with a small proportion of the larger population. These patterns can be both
a response to and a foundation of a number of ecological processes. For example, physical contact can
represent an opportunity for parasites inhabiting a host to disperse and colonize new habitat; the overall
pattern of contacts in a population can therefore inform our understanding of how parasites spread
through a host population (Keeling and Eames 2005; Bansal et al. 2007).
A disturbance or change to an environment or population might impact the typical routine of the
individuals within it, along with the parasites they carry (Tanner and Jackson 2012; Leu et al. 2016). Such
situations are widespread in animal populations where disturbance may be a deliberate or involuntary
event (e.g., human or climate caused habitat change, refugee relocation, or animal translocations). When
hosts are relocated and have little to no knowledge of the resources and individuals within the new area,
what should we expect their pattern of movement and interaction to look like? While some species benefit
from advanced social systems and various forms of communication to navigate a new environment, other
species may cope with a novel situation in a more direct way, such as extensive movement through the
habitat (Le Gouar et al. 2012). Depending on how individuals respond to the situation, the characteristic
contact patterns of the population may be temporarily or permanently altered and the disruption may
present new opportunities for parasite transmission.
Because many parasites can be pathogenic and debilitating to the host population, we often wish
to anticipate their spread and develop ways to effectively control their impact on the host. When social
disruption occurs, can we somehow anticipate changes to contact and transmission and mitigate risks?
The answer often depends on how well we understand the ecology of the host and the host-pathogen
relationship. In addition to overall contact patterns, many system characteristics have a large effect on
disease outcomes: the rate of effective contact (i.e., what proportion of contacts actually result in
transmission), host susceptibility, pathogen shedding rate, length of the infectious period, and rate of
disease-induced mortality, can all contribute to the likelihood and severity of disease outbreak (Ostfeld et
al. 2008; Anderson 2009). Without knowledge of typical patterns for these processes in the host and how
disturbance may impact any number of these attributes, our attempts to classify disease risk may prove
ineffective.
Wildlife translocations present such challenges to managers who must balance the potential
benefits of relocation or reintroduction efforts with the risks of relocation to the health and survival of the
populations involved (Kock et al. 2010; Germano et al. 2015). A more comprehensive understanding of
wildlife disease dynamics can allow managers to make more informed decisions and design translocation
strategies that minimize risks to sensitive species affected by transmissible pathogens. In many cases,
knowledge of the host-pathogen system is limited or may be simplified to streamline assessments,
overlooking the complex interactions of host, pathogen, and environment that directly affect the dynamics
of transmission and infection (Sainsbury and Vaughan-Higgins 2012).
The desert tortoise - mycoplasma system presents an opportunity to study the complexities of
within and between host processes in relation to transmission, translocation and management efforts to
control disease impacts. The species is frequently translocated in a way that may de-stabilize current
host-pathogen patterns, but uncertainty in many aspects of the disease process and in translocation
effects on this process prevents adequate risk assessments (Sandmeier et al 2009; Lovich and Ennen
2011). The system however, also comprises numerous challenges, as experimentation and data
collection is limited by the sensitive status, long lifespan, and cryptic nature of the species. This
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dissertation therefore aims to fill important knowledge gaps regarding disease dynamics in desert
tortoises and lay the groundwork for future analyses of translocation impacts by providing novel data, but
also by leveraging information from available datasets.
In this dissertation I focus on the pathogen transmission process and key factors influencing
transmission patterns at multiple scales: connectivity of the host population (Chapter 1); per-contact
transmission risk (Chapter 2) and contact behavior between hosts (Chapter 3); and infection response,
infectiousness and shedding patterns of individual hosts (Chapter 4). I relate these processes to
estimating infection prevalence, transmission and disease risk in tortoise populations in the context of
management-driven translocations. In light of the difficulties associated with collecting much of this data
from wild populations, I develop approaches that can be applied to data often collected during typical
tortoise monitoring projects so that range-wide analyses might be possible.
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Disease dynamics during wildlife translocations: disruptions to the host population and potential
consequences for transmission in desert tortoise contact networks*
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ABSTRACT
Wildlife managers consider animal translocation a means of increasing the viability of a local population.
However, augmentation may disrupt existing resident disease dynamics and initiate an outbreak that
would effectively offset any advantages the translocation may have achieved. This paper examines
fundamental concepts of disease ecology and identifies the conditions that will increase the likelihood of a
disease outbreak following translocation. We highlight the importance of susceptibility to infection,
population size, and population connectivity - a characteristic likely affected by translocation but not often
considered in risk assessments - in estimating outbreak risk due to translocation. We then explore these
features in a species of conservation concern often translocated in the presence of infectious disease, the
Mojave Desert tortoise, and use data from experimental tortoise translocations to detect changes in
population connectivity that may influence pathogen transmission. Preliminary analyses comparing
contact networks inferred from spatial data at control and translocation plots and infection simulation
results through these networks suggest increased outbreak risk following translocation due to dispersaldriven changes in contact frequency and network structure. We outline future research goals to test these
concepts and aid managers in designing effective risk assessment and intervention strategies that will
improve translocation success.
Keywords: translocation, disease risk, transmission dynamics, contact networks, desert tortoise,
Mycoplasma

INTRODUCTION
Wildlife translocation has developed into a widely used tool to either reintroduce or supplement existing
populations in response to the growing needs of wildlife management and conservation. The frequency
and objectives of translocations worldwide are increasing in an attempt to reduce the impacts of
fragmentation, habitat loss, and climate change (Fischer & Lindenmayer, 2000; Thomas, 2011; Weeks et
al., 2011). Regardless of specific project goals, the challenge for wildlife managers is: How can wildlife
translocations be executed in a manner that simultaneously minimizes risk to natural populations and to
the translocated individuals?
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One major risk in translocation is the threat of infectious disease to the recipient population, the
translocated animals, and the larger potential host community. An infectious disease is any abnormal
function or change in structure of an organ or organ systems in a host due to colonization by a pathogen
(any disease-causing parasite including bacteria, viruses, protozoa, fungi, helminths, and ectoparasites).
Unforeseen disease outbreaks can result in significant mortality or reduced fitness and hence reduce
rather than augment the population (Cunningham, 1996; Deem, Karesh & Weisman, 2001; Kock,
Woodford & Rossiter, 2010; Sainsbury & Vaughan-Higgins, 2012). Many early translocations either failed
or exhibited complications due to disease (reviewed in Cunningham, 1996; Kock et al., 2010),
necessitating the development of methods to identify and reduce disease threats (Leighton, 2002;
Armstrong, Jakob-Hoff & Seal, 2003; Miller, 2007; Hartley & Gill, 2010).
During preliminary disease risk assessments, managers may attempt to prioritize pathogens
based on characteristics that signify the greatest threat to a translocation. Such ranking is often based on
a pathogen’s current presence or likelihood of introduction into the translocated or resident host
population, the virulence or severity of disease caused in infected individuals, and anticipated
transmission rates (Miller, 2007). The latter requires further knowledge of the duration and frequency of
infectiousness, contact rates between infected and susceptible hosts, and host susceptibility to infection
given pathogen exposure - parameters that are often unknown in wild populations and highly variable
among individual hosts and environmental conditions (Anderson, 2009).
In addition to the uncertainty associated with natural disease dynamics, these assessments
should consider translocation as a potentially disruptive event that may influence the parameters that
define disease risk and must therefore ask: Will susceptibility to infection and disease be affected by
translocation? Will the frequency of contact between hosts and thus, pathogen exposure, change? Will
translocation disrupt the present structure of the population and the spatial extent of pathogen
transmission? Without further investigation of potential translocation effects on key components of the
host-parasite system, managers may underestimate the disease risks associated with a translocation.
Published translocations that cite post-release mortality due to disease are commonly associated
with resident pathogens encountered at the release site (Ewen et al., 2012). In reinforcement
translocations, individuals are released into an existing population of conspecifics with a natural parasite
community. This type of translocation adds hosts that are available to infection by local parasites,
potentially increases present contact rates between hosts, and may increase susceptibility to infection
and disease through stress, all of which may increase the prevalence and transmission potential of
pathogens and generate an epizootic. Moreover, the potential for increased movements of released
animals may change the spatial and social configurations that determine the speed and magnitude of an
outbreak. In this paper, we will discuss common features observed following translocations that can affect
transmission and illustrate potential consequences with preliminary data on Mojave desert tortoises
(Gopherus agassizii). We propose future research on multi-scale processes relevant to population
disease dynamics and accurate translocation risk assessments.
Dynamics of disease invasion
Disease dynamics in wild populations rely on several processes that begin with the transmission of a
pathogenic parasite from an infectious host to a susceptible host, resulting in infection. This infection may
or may not progress to clinical disease, which can cause symptoms that either lead to mortality or the
clearance of the infection through the actions of the immune system. In some instances the pathogen is
not cleared and the infection is persistent. During infection, there are often one or more periods of
infectiousness during which the host can transmit the infective stages of the parasite to other hosts or to
intermediate vectors.
In epidemiological studies, the basic reproduction number, R0, is used to quantify the
transmission potential of a disease. R0 can be defined as the number of secondary infections caused by
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a single infected individual introduced into a population made up entirely of susceptible individuals. In a
population of N individuals with a transmission rate (β), each infective individual can, on average, give
rise to βN new infections during an infectious period of 1/γ, where γ is the average rate of recovery, and
thus R0 can be estimated as
R0 = βN/γ.
If R0 is less than one, then on average an insufficient number of hosts are infected for continued
transmission and the outbreak fails to establish. Larger transmission rates (which can stem from higher
contact rates or higher susceptibility to infection), long infectious periods, and greater population sizes will
all facilitate an outbreak. There are also some potential non-linearities in the system that may increase
the likelihood of an outbreak, particularly when there is variation in susceptibility and infectiousness
between individual hosts. For example, if highly susceptible hosts are also more infectious, the likelihood
of an epidemic will increase although duration of the epidemic may be shorter (Keeling et al., 2002;
Hudson et al., 2008).
When host populations exhibit heterogeneity, mean field models may fail to capture the dynamics
and network models can be used to integrate individual-level variation in contact, susceptibility, and
transmission (Keeling & Eames, 2005; Bansal, Grenfell & Meyers, 2007). These models represent hosts
as nodes in a network with connections between nodes signifying unique contacts or transmission
pathways. The structure of the network influences the rate of spread and the likelihood distribution of a
disease outbreak and hence the basic reproduction number (R0) (Cross et al., 2004; Bansal et al., 2007;
Porphyre et al., 2008). An individual’s position in the network not only influences their infection risk but
also their role in transmission (Christley et al., 2005; Drewe, 2010). Contact networks are rarely
incorporated into risk assessments, but could provide a useful tool for identifying risk at several scales.
We will use these models in our pilot study to illustrate their applicability to translocation risk
assessments.
Dynamics of infectious disease associated with host translocations
Stress, virulence, and susceptibility
Capturing and releasing animals can result in increased stress. In addition to invasive procedures such as
handling, veterinary examination, captivity, and transport, translocation also contributes several subtle
stressors such as an increase in population size that may intensify conspecific competition, disturbance
via repeated monitoring, interruption of social bonds, and introduction to a novel environment (see
Teixeira et al., 2007, Dickens, Delehanty & Romero, 2010, and Parker et al. 2012 for a thorough review of
translocation-related stress research). Repeated or prolonged exposure to multiple stressors may
contribute to chronic stress where sustained physiological changes trigger immunosuppression that can
increase susceptibility to infections and consequently increase pathogen virulence, both of which
influence R0 and the likelihood of an outbreak (Lafferty & Holt, 2003; Dickens et al., 2010).
Sudden outbreaks of disease following translocation may not involve the introduction of a novel
parasite as is often assumed, but instead may result from the alteration of an existing host-parasite
relationship due to stress and increased susceptibility. Stress-induced physiological changes may
increase transmission rates of endemic pathogens or result in normally nonpathogenic parasites eliciting
disease, which can increase disease prevalence and possibly mortality. For example, Coccidia are
typically commensal microparasites in the Eurasian crane (Grus grus), but intensity of infection can
increase when host densities are high and will cause disease if immature birds are stressed (Sainsbury
&Vaughan-Higgins, 2012). The behavioral and physiological changes that occur in response to acute and
chronic stressors have been linked to higher rates of disease, suggesting preexisting host-parasite
relationships change in the presence of stress (Dickens et al., 2010).
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Release strategies, host density thresholds, and contact rate
A common goal of translocations is to bolster population numbers and establish self-sustaining
populations, which is often achieved through the release of large numbers of individuals (Griffith, 1989;
Fischer & Lindenmayer, 2000; IUCN/SSC, 2013). In this way, even if some individuals succumb to
mortality or disperse from the intended site, an adequate number of individuals may remain to establish
and reproduce. Fischer & Lindenmayer (2000) reported that past translocations generally had higher
success when more than 100 animals were released. Both one-time, high-number releases and repeated,
low-number releases can have positive effects depending on the species (Shier, 2006; Linklater &
Swaisgood, 2008; Faria, van Oosterhout & Cable, 2010; Shier & Swaisgood, 2012). Despite inconclusive
experimental evidence, translocation guidelines recommend releasing large numbers to increase success
and that multiple releases and simultaneous releases at multiple sites may have added benefit
(IUCN/SSC, 2013).
Current translocation recommendations for high-number releases result in an instantaneous
increase in the number of susceptible individuals effectively increasing N and so R0, potentially fueling an
epizootic that previously could not establish or that had spread through the population and died off due to
an inadequate supply of susceptible hosts (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005). Such a situation may be produced
under natural conditions as part of an established host-parasite relationship. For example, seasonal
breeding in the house finch (Carpodacus mexicanus) results in an influx of susceptible hosts, which
corresponds with increased R0 and infections by Mycoplasma gallisepticum (Hosseini, Dhondt & Dobson,
2004). Therefore, in populations that typically have stable numbers and low recruitment, sudden
increases in host availability caused by translocation may result in significantly altered disease dynamics.
The release of large numbers may also increase contact rates between animals (Linklater &
Swaisgood, 2008). High contact rates may not be uniformly distributed in the population; a few individuals
have many contacts and whether these individuals are infected early in the invasion can greatly increase
the likelihood of an outbreak (Fig. 1.1). In effect, a few highly connected hosts can be considered “super
spreaders” (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005; Bansal et al., 2007; Hudson et al., 2008).
Dispersal and contact network structure
Many species (e.g., mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians) experience a period of rapid movement and a
tendency to disperse away from the release site (Germano & Bishop, 2008; Kesler et al., 2012; Le Gouar,
Mihoub & Sarrazin, 2012). This response may be exploratory in nature, or tied to habitat quality,
competition, social behavior, homing attempts, or stress (Burns, 2005; Letty, Marchandeau & Aubineau,
2007; Dickens et al., 2010; Tsoar et al., 2011; Gedeon et al., 2012). Exploratory or dispersing behavior
varies in duration, with normal movement patterns resuming as soon as one day after release to as long
as multiple years (Heidinger et al., 2009; Nussear et al., 2012). Dispersal is often viewed as a negative
outcome because it can expose animals to risk of mortality from natural enemies and abiotic causes and
can lead to establishment outside of the intended settlement area (Miller et al., 1999; Germano & Bishop,
2008). Less appreciated is the threat dispersal presents to the population by changing disease
transmission risks. Moving over large areas can result in greater overlap with conspecifics. If translocated
animals have disproportionately higher contact opportunities and increase the connectivity of animals
across the landscape, they could rapidly facilitate disease spread if infected. Keeling and Eames (2005)
note that, “rare long-range connections have a surprisingly large effect” on the magnitude of an infectious
outbreak and highlight the importance of long-distance contacts in transmitting disease to otherwise
disconnected groups (Eames, 2008).
Many animal populations have spatially clustered distributions, whether in response to a clustered
resource, territoriality, or structured social or family groups (Sasaki, 1997; Grear & Schmitz, 2005;
Chamaillé-Jammes, Maleix & Fritz, 2007). Meta-population structures can protect populations from
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epizootics, localizing outbreaks within subgroups and reducing the probability of rapid spread through the
entire population (Altizer, 2003; Lopez, Gallinot & Wade, 2005). Simulations suggest that increased
connectivity between subgroups results in increased vulnerability to outbreaks, predominantly with highly
infectious, low-severity diseases as high host survival will allow more time for infected individuals to move
between groups (Hess, 1994, 1996; Cross et al., 2004; Griffin & Nunn, 2011). Dispersal of translocated
animals is likely to increase connectivity, and therefore, resident population structure and post-release
movements should be incorporated into models of disease spread in risk assessments.
An example of disease risk in translocations: the Mojave desert tortoise
Introduction to the host-parasite system
Gopherus agassizii is a long-lived, terrestrial tortoise that occurs throughout the Mojave Desert north and
west of the Colorado River. The species was listed as threatened under the U.S. Endangered Species
Act in 1990, largely due to declines in populations throughout their range, loss of habitat, and concerns
regarding an upper respiratory tract disease (USFWS, 1990, 1994, 2011). Currently there are a number
of solar energy facilities being developed across the Mojave Desert and plans for several future facilities
that will result in loss of habitat and risk of direct harm to tortoises if left on site (Lovich & Ennen, 2011).
Consequently, tortoises are being translocated to neighboring occupied habitat.
Disease risk assessments for this species present many challenges: information on existing
diseases and how they affect populations, causative agents, transmission patterns, latency, and the
development of resistance is incomplete (Sandmeier et al., 2009). Mycoplasma agassizii and M.
testudineum are the most studied microparasites in this system and are considered the main causative
agents of an upper respiratory tract disease. These pathogens are transmitted horizontally through direct
contact between hosts but the potential for Mycoplasma spp. to survive outside the host in burrows has
not been excluded (McLaughlin, 1997).
Infections with Mycoplasma spp. can cause recurring clinical disease interspersed by
asymptomatic periods (Brown et al., 1994; Christopher et al., 2003; Sandmeier et al., 2009). It is unclear
whether Mycoplasma spp. infection can be cleared from host tissues or if infected desert tortoises
experience life-long infection. Captive individuals inoculated with M. agassizii have been recorded
shedding bacteria up to one year post-inoculation (Brown et al., 1994). Prior infection does not appear to
convey immunity or resistance based on studies with gopher tortoises (Gopherus polyphemus) -a host
species similarly affected by M. agassizii infection (McLaughlin, 1997). Infected hosts appear to
experience morbidity but low mortality, a condition that can still have meaningful impacts, particularly
when interacting with other threats to a population (Smith, Acevedo-Whitehouse & Pedersen, 2009;
Berish et al. 2010; Tompkins et al., 2011).
Current translocation guidelines recommend the movement of animals in good physical condition
that do not exhibit moderate to severe clinical signs of disease (USFWS, 2013). This policy makes a
number of assumptions: released animals with latent or mild infections will not progress to more virulent
and transmissible infections, will integrate uniformly into the resident population, and will exhibit natural
levels of contact and transmission. How infections in the translocated and resident population manifest
and transmit through the population after release will largely depend on whether translocation alters
disease parameters as discussed in section B.
Current knowledge of desert tortoise translocations: Implications for disease
Stress and virulence
Studies have found no statistical difference in potential stress indicators such as survival, egg production,
or corticosterone production (a common acute stress response in reptiles), between translocated,
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resident, and control tortoises (Drake et al., 2012; Nussear et al., 2012). Other stress-induced
physiological changes may still weaken the immune response as observations suggest stressful
environmental conditions may trigger severe upper respiratory tract disease symptoms (Sandmeier et al.,
2009). Neither susceptibility to Mycoplasma spp. infections nor changes in intensity of infections, which
can influence the severity of symptoms, have been examined in relation to translocation and published.
Additionally, co-infections with parasites not considered in tortoise risk assessments may increase
virulence of Mycoplasma spp. and the infectious period since naive tortoises inoculated with nasal
discharge from infected individuals experienced more severe symptoms than hosts inoculated with M.
agassizii cultures alone (Brown et al. 1994). If translocation affects immune response or increases
virulent polymicrobial associations, rates of transmission-facilitating contact will likely increase (Anderson,
2009).
Population size and density
The number of tortoises relocated to each site during a translocation is often influenced by resident
population density. Managers attempt to limit post-release densities to the average density of tortoise
populations across the local recovery unit (a subdivision of the larger population) (USFWS, 2011) and
encourage translocations to depopulated areas. While density limits are a positive step in preventing
extreme changes in host numbers and avoiding density dependent responses, population densities are
difficult to estimate in this species (Nussear & Tracy, 2007; Inman, Nussear & Tracy, 2009).
Underestimates of site resident density may result in more tortoises being released than should be,
inducing a rapid change in population density. This contrasts with natural populations where increases in
tortoise abundance are slow due to high juvenile mortality (Bjurlin & Bissonette, 2004) and slow
recruitment (Woodbury & Hardy, 1948); as such, in undisturbed populations, host-parasite dynamics also
are likely to change slowly over time.
Dispersal
Desert tortoise distributions exhibit sub-structuring within populations with small numbers of tortoises
aggregated in discrete areas and empty habitat between (Duda, Krzysik & Meloche, 2002). While
frequent interaction between adjacent groups is likely, longer-distance movements greater than 1–3 km
are less common (Duda et al. 2002; Harless et al., 2009, 2010; Franks, Avery & Spotila, 2011). Limited
movement between groups should protect tortoise populations from rapid spread of chronic upper
respiratory tract disease, particularly if severe disease is triggered by low-resource conditions such as
drought when tortoises responsively reduce movements across the landscape or if infection results in
reduced surface activity (Brown et al., 1994; Duda, Krzysik & Freilich, 1999; Sandmeier et al., 2009).
Desert tortoises frequently disperse after relocation often in the form of atypical straight-line paths, as
illustrated in Figure 1.2 (Field et al., 2007; Hinderle, 2011; Nussear et al., 2012). These dispersal paths
can greatly exceed the maximum distances traveled by residents and are likely to connect several
normally disconnected subgroups (Nussear et al., 2012).
Pilot Study: Potential impacts to contact rates and connectivity in desert tortoises
The combined effect of increased population size and dispersal on population contact parameters can be
explored with a dynamic network model. The dispersal of released tortoises creates temporal changes in
spatial configuration that can influence how a pathogen travels through a population (Bansal et al., 2010).
We used geographic locations for desert tortoises prior to and following a translocation at three
translocation plots and three control plots to model dynamic contact networks and identify changes in
contact rates and connectivity due to translocation. We estimated changes in disease risk by simulating
infection through these networks and comparing resulting prevalence at translocation and control plots.
Specifically, we asked: Did contact rate and percent animals connected in the network increase at
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translocation plots and not at controls immediately following translocation and if so, how long did the
perturbation last? If a network change occurred, is infection prevalence higher in residents at
translocation plots than controls when we simulate infection transmission through the networks?

METHODS
Study site
Data for this study were collected during a translocation project that relocated animals displaced by the
expansion of Ft Irwin National Training Center (NTC), California to nearby suitable habitat on public lands
near Barstow, San Bernardino County, California USA (Esque, Nussear & Medica, 2005). Multiple
translocation sites were selected across a 1000 km 2 area based on habitat suitability, potential threats or
disturbance, and existing tortoise densities (Esque et al., 2005; Heaton et al., 2008). Three of these sites
were selected for this study because of the frequent tracking schedule of tortoises implemented at these
sites and will be referred to as Site 1, 2, and 3. At each site there are two 2.6 km 2 plots of similar size and
habitat composition spaced at an approximate distance of 2 km. Translocations occurred at one of the
two plots at each site during 3-10 April 2008 while the other plot was left unaltered as a control.
Study animals and movement data
Surveys were conducted for samples of tortoises at all plots. Tortoises from the translocation plot are
referred to as “Residents” and tortoises at the control plots are referred to as “Controls.” In spring of
2008, desert tortoises removed from the Fort Irwin expansion area were released within the translocation
plots across the study site and following translocation, translocated (Site 1 n=34, Site 2 n=33, Site 3
n=39) resident (Site 1 n=14, Site 2 n=20, Site 3 n=11), and control (Site 1 n=7, Site 2 n=14, Site 3 n=13)
animals were located approximately biweekly using radio-telemetry. For this study, all adults tortoises that
were located within the boundary of the plot on at least one occasion in 2008 and re-located a minimum
of 50 times during the post-translocation period of 3 April 2008 through 29 October 2008 were used in
analysis so that animals missing for extended periods were not included.
Contact network construction and disease simulation
A contact network is typically represented with a graph of nodes connected by lines (referred to as edges)
that signify a direct or inferred relationship. Each node in our graph represented a single tortoise and an
edge between two tortoises signified an inferred contact. Inferred contacts were defined as a spatial
proximity of 100 meters or less (this distance is within the daily movement ranges observed for our
tortoises) within three days’ time (all animals were typically tracked within 2-3 days’ time of one another).
Spatial proximity or home-range overlap is often used to model networks in wild populations when
interaction data are unavailable (Cross et al., 2004; Godfrey et al., 2010; Fenner, Godfrey & Bull, 2011).
This data set was originally collected to answer questions unrelated to social interaction and true
observations of contact between tortoises were rare. We chose a fairly relaxed definition of contact to
accommodate the potential error of handheld GPS (global positioning system) locations, short
observation times during data collection, and temporal asynchrony of tracking events. These networks
therefore reflect a nearest neighbor network and connected nodes represent tortoise pairs with a high
potential for contact due to their proximity.
We constructed a dynamic contact network for each translocation and control plot that reflected
the movement of animals through time. We created a pre-translocation graph for a 15-day period prior to
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translocation for tortoises at all plots (17 March through 31 March 2008). We then updated the graph with
new edges based on changing tortoise locations at time steps of 10 days for a total of 21 time steps for
the active season beginning with the first day of translocations (3 April 2008 through 29 October 2008).
To simulate an infectious disease originating from the resident population, we selected a random resident
to infect at time 0 and at each subsequent time step (n=21), edges in the graph were updated to reflect
tortoise movement and any infected animals had a set probability of transmitting their infection to any
animal they were connected to in the graph. We ran simulations with varied transmission probabilities of
infected individuals to contacts from 0.1-1.0 in increments of 0.1 to explore the uncertainty in transmission
on contact. No recovery or mortality due to infection was incorporated into simulations to reflect the
characteristics of upper respiratory tract disease. Simulations were run 100 times for each transmission
probability on each network. At the end of each simulation, the number of infected resident, translocated,
and control tortoises were recorded.
At each time step we calculated degree and betweenness centrality for each node (Christley et
al., 2005). Degree is defined as the sum of all edges connected to that node, reflecting the total number
of unique individuals that tortoise may have contacted and the degree distribution reflects the variability of
hypothetical contacts across a population. Betweenness centrality is the proportion of shortest paths
connecting any two nodes in the network that pass through the node of interest, signifying an animal’s
role as a “bridge” between other animals. Both measures have been associated with time to infection and
infection risk in both simulation and field studies of pathogen transmission (Christley et al., 2005; Corner,
Pfeiffer & Morris, 2003; Fenner et al., 2011). Additionally, we calculated the percentage of nodes
connected in the largest component of each graph. A component is a group of nodes connected to each
other but to no other nodes in the network. All networks and network measures were created using the
package igraph in the program R (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006; R Development Core Team, 2008).

RESULTS
We first compared the networks for the time period immediately prior to translocation and the 10-day
period including the release of tortoises, as well as the days immediately following release. Degree
distributions were similar at the control and translocation plots before release, with few potential contacts
between tortoises (Fig. 1.3a). Once translocation occurred, high degrees were frequent at translocation
plots (Fig. 1.3b), and translocated tortoises had the most opportunities for contact. We estimated the
percentage of tortoises spatially “connected” in the largest component or subgroup of each network (Fig.
1.4) and found that on average, 90% of tortoises at the translocation plots were potentially connected in
one large subgroup compared to 33% at control plots at the time of releases.
The network changes at translocation sites were temporary, diminishing 10-20 days after
translocation as released animals moved further from the site (Fig. 1.5). During this 20-day period
following release, the translocated tortoises showed higher betweenness centrality scores compared to
residents (Fig. 1.5). Even though local contact disruption was temporary, translocation sites often had a
higher percentage of residents infected at the end of simulations than at control sites (Fig. 1.6).

DISCUSSION
While wildlife managers recognize the potential for disease to affect translocation success, the potential
for translocation to affect infection prevalence and the mechanisms through which this occurs needs more
rigorous study. In this paper we used the basic reproduction number R 0 and contact network methods to
emphasize how changes in host susceptibility, population size, contact rates, and connectivity between
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sub-populations can increase the likelihood of pathogen spread even if the pathogen did not originate
from a translocated animal. Translocated animals, though often healthy at the time of selection, may be at
high risk of acquiring infection from residents and facilitating spread. High mobility after release may
increase contact opportunity, and stress associated with translocation may increase susceptibility or
make even an avirulent infection more virulent. Indeed, a number of factors may increase R0 after
translocation and disrupt a potentially stable host-parasite relationship.
We describe the relevance of these translocation concerns in a heavily managed species, the
desert tortoise, and show how pathogen spread may be affected by translocation using pilot data. A
temporary change in spatial network characteristics occurred at translocation plots but not control plots.
The change in degree distribution of our estimated translocation networks suggests higher contact rates
are possible after translocation, especially for highly mobile translocated animals that were often
observed within the vicinity of several unique neighbors following release. This post-release activity may
also increase resident contact opportunities and facilitate increases in resident connectivity. We expect
the movement of translocated tortoises away from the release site plays an important role in connecting
distinct subgroups, as demonstrated by their high betweenness centrality in the first 10–20 days following
release and the large percentage of tortoises incorporated in the largest connected component of
networks after translocation. High degree and betweenness centrality is often associated with higher risk
of acquiring and transmitting infection, especially if stress has compromised immune response (Corner et
al., 2003; Christley et al., 2005; Fenner et al., 2011; Plowright et al., 2013).
Though the local connectivity changes appeared temporary, infection simulations that
incorporated the movement and changing spatial configuration of these populations showed higher
infection prevalence in residents at translocation networks, most notably at moderate transmission
probabilities. This suggests increased disease risk at local scales, but larger impacts to population
disease dynamics may also be possible. Released animals eventually moved away from the core resident
group, likely returning the local connectivity to pre-translocation levels, but potentially creating
connections between other groups at larger scales. Reduced clustering at the landscape level may
increase outbreak risk for the wider population (Hess, 1994, 1996; Cross et al., 2004; Griffin & Nunn,
2011). While this analysis suggests translocation affects contact network characteristics important to
pathogen transmission, it relies on several assumptions discussed below and should be interpreted with
care. This is only the first step for obtaining a more structured risk assessment for disease invasion after
translocation and for developing translocation-focused research and modeling that would benefit from a
risk analysis approach.
We constructed an approximation of tortoise contact networks based on radio telemetry data, but
caution there are several reasons why these networks may not reflect the actual contact network. The
magnitude of spatial and temporal proximity used to define a contact (100 m within 3 days), while
appropriate for the coarse scale of the data available, may over-estimate contacts in these populations.
By estimating contact between individuals as a function of their physical proximity, we assume spatial
distance between pairs is negatively correlated with contact probability, ignoring other variables that may
also influence contact patterns. Translocated animals may avoid unfamiliar residents or seek out
conspecifics or differences in gender between interacting animals may be important, regardless of their
proximity (Serrano et al., 2004; Pinter-Wollman, Isbell & Hart, 2009). We also have periods between
observations when movement and contact potential is unknown. Essentially, detailed data on true contact
patterns in tortoise populations are needed to determine if such estimations are accurate.
Furthermore, even a well-documented contact network may not represent the actual transmission
network. If long-exposure times or specific environmental conditions (e.g. high humidity in burrows) are
needed to facilitate transmission between hosts, a general contact network may not be appropriate for
disease transmission models. Indeed the type, duration, or location of contact can be necessary features
for accurate transmission estimates as observed in both models of Sin Nombre virus prevalence in deer
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mice (Peromyscus spp.) and tuberculosis infections in meerkats (Suricata suricatta) (Clay et al., 2009;
Drewe, 2010).
There are several limitations to disease assessments in the desert tortoise system that will reflect
uncertainties in the free-living, wild host-parasite systems. In addition to a lack of estimates for
transmission likelihoods, the infectious period, and the rate of parasite-induced host mortality, we also do
not know if co-infections affect transmission, or whether infection alters host behavior such that activity
and contact rates are reduced. We ran simulations using variable transmission probabilities and assumed
infectiousness that lasted throughout the study period (7 months). Given the potential temporary nature of
connectivity changes after translocation, a shorter or intermittent infectious period, or delayed
infectiousness due to latency will influence whether short-term contact changes affect disease spread.
The timing and duration of infectious period(s) will determine the timeframe relevant to transmission
networks; therefore studies that provide estimates of its variation are invaluable to disease risk
assessments.
Research agenda
The ultimate challenge is to collect data we can apply to risk assessments that estimate the likelihood and
consequences of an outbreak following translocation. Here, we outline a proposed research agenda on
what data need to be obtained to provide a good understanding of the disease risks associated with
translocation. We focus primarily on the issues relating to desert tortoise translocation, but this approach
may help others examining similar questions about host-parasite systems such as: Can we predict the
transient dynamics of disease invasion with simple knowledge of infectiousness, infectious period, and
contact pattern? Can we predict contact networks from knowledge of population structure? Can we
develop generic models that can be applied to a range of systems?
Step 1: Identify features of the parasite-host relationship at the individual level and obtain an
understanding of variation between hosts.
Undertake a series of transmission studies at the individual level, wherever possible using a captive
population. Estimate attributes of the infection and in particular understand the relationship between
several features and transmission, including the likelihood of transmission with contact duration,
frequency, and intensity (i.e., contacts may be of similar duration but range in intensity from passive
encounters, such as exploratory sniffing, to more dynamic interactions, such as combat). At the same
time, seek to estimate shedding rates, the duration of infectiousness and the influence of infection on host
behavior and contact patterns.
Step 2: Conduct translocation studies at the population level.
Observe and quantify the effects of translocation on the contact network following experimental
translocations of captive and wild animals at multiple scales. Seek to identify how the translocation
influences contacts between and among translocated and resident individuals and how it disrupts
previous contact patterns between residents. Proximity loggers can help record fine-resolution contact
data in combination with radio telemetry data and larger-scale survey data. This will help to identify
whether coarse scale data on distribution and abundance of residents may be used to estimate contact
networks.
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Step 3: Application of findings to wildlife management.
Combining results from Steps 1 & 2 will allow managers to adjust contact networks with respect to
likelihood of transmission events given levels of contact quality, predict how they may change with the
proposed release, and simulate disease using parameters estimated from captive studies. If the process
is successful, these models can advise managers whether a particular release site poses a high level of
risk and should be avoided or whether particular release strategies may be preferred based on current
population structure.
Given that epidemiology identifies the importance of heterogeneity of key host and pathogen
characteristics to the transmission dynamics of populations, incorporating these features into risk
assessments should be the next agenda in translocation research. Thorough knowledge of the hostpathogen relationship at an individual level will refine the parameter values applied to disease models, but
equally necessary are data regarding population structure and contact rate. Most importantly, we must
understand how translocation affects all of these features if our assessments are to reflect the dynamic
nature of a population once hosts are added. Within the complexities of these relationships may exist
dominant risk-causing characteristics that will inform managers of situations presenting the greatest
impediment to translocation success.
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Figure 1.1 The probability of a disease outbreak in relation to the number of contacts made by the initial
invading host with respect to the average value of the basic reproduction number R0
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Figure 1.2 Movement paths of 10 control and 10 translocated tortoises during the first two months
following release (3 April through 31 May 2008). Controls were resident tortoises at plots approximately 2
km from the release site.
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Figure 1.3 Degree distribution of tortoises at translocation and control plots at three sites for a) a 15-day
period prior to the release of translocated tortoises (17 March through 31 March 2008) and b) a 10-day
period when additional tortoises were released at each translocation plot over two days (3-12 April 2008).
Degrees were based on inferred contact networks that considered two tortoises in contact based on
spatial proximity < 100 m of locations made within three days’ time of each other. An individual’s degree
represents the total number of unique individuals a tortoise had the potential to contact.
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Figure 1.4 Average percent of tortoises connected in the largest connected component of hypothetical
contact networks for three sites prior to and following the release of animals at translocation plots. Control
plots received no additional tortoises. Contact between tortoises was assumed based on spatial proximity
< 100 m of locations made within three days’ time of each other. Network components are groups of
tortoises connected to each other but to no other individuals in the network.
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Figure 1.5 Inferred contact network of desert tortoises at Site 2 control (top row) and translocation plot
(bottom row) 15 days prior to translocation (T0; 17 March through 31 March 2008) and 10-day intervals
during translocation (T1; 3-12 April 2008) and following translocation (T2 & T3; 13 April - 2 May 2008).
Networks were drawn using the ‘fruchterman reingold’ algorithm to determine layout, therefore node
(tortoise) location does not reflect geographic location (Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991). Lines connecting
nodes represent an inferred contact between tortoises based on spatial proximity < 100 m of locations
made within three days’ time of each other during that time step. Node size is scaled by its betweenness
centrality score: a measure that reflects an individual’s bridging role between other pairs or groups.
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Figure 1.6 Infection simulation results (grey points) for translocation and control plots with mean results
(open circles) and loess smoothing curves. Simulations were run 100 times for each transmission
probability where at each run, one random resident was infected at the start of a simulation and infection
was allowed to spread based on the inferred contact networks derived from tortoise locations throughout
the study period. Estimated contacts were updated at every time step to reflect tortoise movement during
consecutive 10-day periods from 3 April 2008 through 29 October 2008.
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ABSTRACT
Most directly transmitted infections require some form of close contact between infectious and susceptible
hosts to spread. Often disease models assume contacts are equal and use mean field estimates of
transmission probability for all interactions with infectious hosts. Such methods may inaccurately describe
transmission when interactions differ substantially in their ability to cause infection. Understanding this
variation in transmission risk may be critical to properly model and manage some infectious diseases. In
this study, we investigate how varying exposure and transmission may be key to understanding disease
dynamics in the threatened desert tortoise Gopherus agassizii. We created heterogeneity in Mycoplasma
agassizii exposure (the putative bacterial agent of a respiratory disease) by varying the duration of
interactions between naturally infected and uninfected captive desert tortoises. Using qPCR, we identified
new infections and compared models of transmission probability as a function of contact duration and
pathogen load. We then examined the contact patterns of a wild tortoise population using proximity
loggers to identify heterogeneity in contact duration. The top-ranked model predicting M. agassizii
transmission included a dose term defined as the product of the number of days in proximity to an
infected host and the infection level of that host. Models predicted low transmission probability for short
interactions, unless the infectious host had a high load of M. agassizii: such hosts were predicted to
transmit infection at higher rates with any amount of contact. We observed predominantly short-lived
interactions in a free-ranging tortoise population and thus, expect transmission patterns in this population
to vary considerably with the frequency and duration of high infection levels. Mean field models may
misrepresent natural transmission patterns in this and other populations depending on the distribution of
high-risk contact and shedding events. Rapid outbreaks in generally solitary species may result from
changes to their naturally low-risk contact patterns or due to increases in the frequency of severe
infections or super shedding events – population characteristics that should be further investigated to
develop effective management strategies.
Keywords: contact heterogeneity, social behavior, detecting infection, infectiousness, per-contact
transmission probability, upper respiratory tract disease, wildlife disease ecology
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INTRODUCTION
Infectious diseases play a significant role in the ecology and conservation of wildlife, but deciding how to
model pathogen transmission and its consequences effectively can be challenging (Deem, Karesh &
Weisman 2001; Hudson et al. 2002). Many microparasites depend on close contact between their hosts
to spread, which can vary in frequency, type, and duration (Bansal, Grenfell & Meyers 2007; Clay et al.
2009; Madden et al. 2009). Certain behaviors between hosts or a greater period of interaction time may
result in more effective pathogen transmission (Vittinghoff et al. 1999; Drewe 2010). Similarly, the
infectiousness of the transmitting host can vary, and certain individuals may cause new infections more
frequently with each contact (Matthews et al. 2006; Stein 2011). Modeling transmission without
considering this variability can produce inaccurate predictions (often over-estimation of transmission
rates) if some hosts or contacts play lesser/greater roles in pathogen transmission (Keeling & Grenfell
2000).
In epidemiological models many complexities of pathogen transmission are encompassed in the
effective contact rate, β – the product of population contact rate and per-contact infection risk (Anderson
& May 1991). Using empirical data from the host-pathogen system of interest to estimate model
parameters such as β can produce predictions that better reflect natural disease patterns (Hosseini,
Dhondt & Dobson 2004; Morgan et al. 2006; Tompkins et al. 2011). While a number of recent studies
have focused on estimating heterogeneity in host contact rate and its effect on transmission patterns, few
studies explore heterogeneity in the second component of β: per-contact transmission risk. Combining
data on contact patterns in wild populations with study-based estimates of per-contact transmission risk
will likely improve our understanding of transmission in natural systems and our ability to predict the risk
of rapid outbreaks. We used this approach to investigate the effect of contact variation on transmission of
an infectious pathogen (Mycoplasma agassizii) that infects the desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii): a
threatened species and focus of concerted conservation effort in the Mojave Desert of the southwestern
United States.
Host-pathogen system
The Mojave population of G. agassizii received threatened status following range-wide declines attributed
to threats such as habitat loss and degradation, drought, and disease (USFWS 1990). Extreme local
mortality events attributed to an upper respiratory tract disease (URTD) prompted research that identified
M. agassizii as an important causal organism (reviewed in Jacobson et al. 2014). URTD appears similar
to other mycoplasmal infections: following colonization the host develops clinical disease in association
with antibody production, reducing the pathogen load but progressing into chronic disease with
intermittent clinical signs. Disease-caused mortality seems generally low, but may increase with
environmental stress or at later stages of infection (Brown et al. 2002). Little detailed data exist on URTD
patterns in wild tortoise populations apart from a few seroprevalence surveys, leading managers to
wonder how to best prevent future severe outbreaks (Lederle et al. 1997; Sandmeier et al. 2013).
URTD transmission and infection dynamics
Understanding transmission may be key to managing this disease, but most data for this pathogen come
from direct inoculations with few studies of contact-caused transmission (Brown et al. 1994). When
inoculated intranasally, transmission occurs readily (even at low doses) in G. agassizii and G.
polyphemus (Brown et al. 1994, 1999). Clinical signs can develop as early as 2 weeks post-inoculation
with antibody production often detected by 8 weeks (Brown et al. 2002). A typical social encounter
between tortoises may not replicate the conditions of an intranasal inoculation, thus natural transmission
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may follow different patterns than controlled transmission studies. Indeed, one contact-based M. agassizii
transmission study recorded delays in seroconversion of 18 months following the appearance of clinical
signs and pens of all seronegative animals produced new infections (Maloney 2011). The results highlight
both the potential discrepancy between inoculation and natural-caused transmission and the unreliability
of seroconversion as an indicator of early infection in species with slow-responding immune systems
(Zimmerman, Vogel & Bowden 2010).
Researchers often cite direct transmission as the method of spread for this pathogen based on
the sensitivity of M. agassizii to its environment and lack of evidence for indirect transmission (McLaughlin
1997; Brown et al. 2002). Tortoises directly interact during short periods of above-ground activity, e.g.,
during courtship, mating, and fighting, but will also share a burrow or den for hours to months during
inactive periods (Ruby & Niblick 1994; Guyer, Hermann & Johnson 2014). These variable interactions,
coupled with sporadic periods of clinical disease, indicate that some contacts may be more likely to result
in transmission than others.
Study goals
Natural transmission events are difficult to observe in the wild due to the mostly solitary nature of
tortoises, so we used a captive population to document host-to-host transmission of M. agassizii. We
staged a series of interactions that reflected the natural range of contact duration between infected and
uninfected captive desert tortoises and documented transmission using qPCR: a sensitive diagnostic tool
that can often detect pathogen colonization of hosts in the early stages of infection, i.e., prior to
development of antibodies or clinical signs (Feberwee et al. 2005; Suarez et al. 2005; Mouchantat et al.
2014). Using the results of these introductions, we modeled transmission probability in relation to contact
duration and host characteristics to determine which conditions carried a higher probability of transmitting
M. agassizii. Subsequently, we examined data on contact rates of a wild tortoise population and asked
what the frequency of high-risk contacts in wild populations might suggest about natural transmission
rates.

METHODS
Exposure and transmission
We conducted all transmission studies at the Desert Tortoise Conservation Center (DTCC) in Las Vegas,
Nevada, USA. This outdoor captive facility maintained a population of G. agassizii formerly kept as pets
or removed from development sites in wild habitat. The origin of animals were often unknown so captive
bred and formerly wild tortoises were indistinguishable. Tortoises lived in pens constructed in native
creosote-bursage open desert scrub that contained one or more artificial burrows. Fencing with flashing
that extended below ground divided adjacent pens to prevent contamination. We used aseptic techniques
when entering and exiting pens and handling tortoises (USFWS 2011).
Selecting study animals
We only considered individuals with a midline carapace length larger than 180 mm (size generally
associated with adult class) and determined sex based on dimorphic characteristics of the gular, plastron,
and tail (Woodbury & Hardy 1948). From April – August 2013, we conducted one or two health
assessments at least one month apart on potential study animals (n=231) that included a visual
assessment of condition [further described in USFWS 2011], oral swab, nasal lavage, and blood draw. To
perform an oral swab we held two sterile polyester swabs side-by-side and spun each individual swab
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while slowly moving both spinning swab tips across the surfaces of the mouth in one full rotation. Each
swab tip was stored in a separate vial and stored on ice while in the field. A nasal lavage consisted of a
flush of 2.5 mL of 0.09% sterile saline solution into each naris using a sterile syringe while collecting the
fluid exiting the opposite naris in a sterile conical vial. After swirling the collected fluid, we used a sterile
pipette to transfer 1 mL of flush to a vial containing 200 μL RNAlater RNA stabilizing reagent (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany), which was then stored on ice. We used a sterile needle and syringe to collect 0.5 mL
whole blood from the subcarapacial sinus (Hernandez-Divers, Hernandez-Divers & Wyneken 2002).
Blood samples were transferred to lithium heparin microtainers and stored on ice for no longer than 5
hours. Plasma was separated using centrifugation with a centrifugal force of 1318 ×g and a 50 μL plasma
aliquot was stored separately for analysis.
All samples (oral swabs, nasal lavage fluid, blood plasma, and red blood cells) were temporarily
stored in a freezer until transferred to an ultra-cold freezer for extended storage (-70°C). Oral swabs (1
per assessment) and nasal lavage samples were shipped on dry ice to the San Diego Zoo Amphibian
Disease Lab (Escondido, CA, USA) for quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) to detect and
estimate abundance of M. agassizii (Braun et al. 2014). Results for each qPCR test could be negative,
positive, or equivocal (inconclusive). A positive result also included three estimates of M. agassizii
abundance – we present the mean of these three values in results. Blood plasma was shipped to the Dr.
Mary Brown Lab at University of Florida (Gainesville, FL, USA) for an Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent
Assay (ELISA) to detect antibodies to M. agassizii (Wendland et al. 2007). Results from ELISA tests were
reported as negative (antibody titer < 32), suspect (antibody titer ≥ 32 & < 64), or positive (antibody titer ≥
64). We similarly tested for M. testudineum infection, which can also cause respiratory disease in
tortoises, but was not the primary focus of this study. Only individuals testing negative for M. testudineum
were selected.
We selected 8 adult males considered infected with M. agassizii based on positive results for all
qPCR and ELISA tests, and observed nasal discharge - a clinical sign of URTD. We chose male tortoises
as transmitting hosts due to their likelihood to interact with both male and female tortoises. Females tend
to infrequently associate with other females, thus their use as transmitting hosts may have compromised
our need for extended contact between some study pairs (Ruby & Niblick 1994). For uninfected animals,
we sought tortoises housed individually or in pens where all tortoises met our criteria for uninfected
status: negative results for all qPCR and ELISA results and no observed nasal discharge or other
moderate to severe clinical signs of URTD. All male (n=12) and female (n=16) adult tortoises fitting this
definition were used in the study. Four additional tortoises were used as uninfected hosts but did not meet
all criteria: one female returned an inconclusive result on a single qPCR test; one female had a single
suspect ELISA result and a single inconclusive qPCR; one male returned a single suspect ELISA result;
and one male tortoise returned a single positive qPCR result with all other results negative. The positive
bacterial abundance estimate was so low we considered the result unreliable and possibly due to
contamination. In total, 14 males and 18 females (n=32) were chosen to expose to infected hosts.
Control group
Concomitant to these assessments, collaborating researchers used the same procedures to locate 9
healthy, uninfected adult tortoises (n=5 males, n=4 females) among the same captive cohort for an
unrelated study. Prior to their study, these tortoises were housed at the DTCC in the same conditions as
our study animals without any exposure to M. agassizii infected tortoises. We considered this an
opportunity to further validate the methods used to select naïve tortoises, as we cannot guarantee 100%
detection probability of M. agassizii infection with 1 or even 2 health assessments. If our selection
procedures for naïve tortoises were adequate, we would expect a group of naïve tortoises unexposed to
infection to continue to test negative for both presence of M. agassizii and antibodies to M. agassizii. We
performed four health assessments and collected oral swabs from these tortoises during April-August,
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October and November 2013, and March 2014. The initial assessment and October assessment also
included a nasal lavage and blood draw.
Naive group 1 - first exposure
Sixteen tortoises (n=6 males, n=10 females) considered uninfected were quarantined in individual pens
and will be referred to as group 1. To test the transmission potential of brief contacts typically experienced
during the tortoise active season, we selected host contact times that reflected interactions observed in
the wild (C. M. Aiello - personal observation). Naive tortoises were randomly assigned to one of five
infected male tortoises (randomly chosen from our pool of 8 infected males) and one of three contact
times: 0.5 hrs (n=5), 1.5 hrs (n=5), or 4 hrs (n=5), so that each of the five infected males was exposed to
a unique naive tortoise for each contact time (Fig. 2.1).
Prior to introductions, we re-assessed the health of infected males and collected oral swabs to
determine M. agassizii infection load using qPCR. On June 3rd - 5th 2013, we introduced each pair within
a shaded, trough-shaped enclosure that kept the tortoises face-to-face and within touching distance
(approximately 10 cm apart). An observer kept time, recorded behavior, and ensured tortoises remained
face-to-face throughout the interaction. Interactions occurred in early morning during typical tortoise
activity periods and preferred temperatures: 25-35 °C (Zimmerman et al. 1994).
At the end of the interaction, we returned tortoises to their individual pens. One uninfected
tortoise exposed for 4 hours had additional contact opportunities following a fence breach so total contact
time was unknown. This exposure time is not included in analysis but this tortoise was used in
subsequent exposures so all sample results are described below. The 16th uninfected tortoise from group
1 was then used to conduct another 4-hour exposure to replace the discrepant replicate. One female
tortoise exposed for 0.5 hrs died soon after exposure due to unrelated trauma and so was removed from
the study. From July-October 2013, we performed health assessments each month on exposed tortoises
in the same manner used to select study animals. We re-assessed tortoise health in March 2014
following a period of winter dormancy and again in April if results were inconclusive.
Naive group 1 - second exposure
After spring assessments, we considered any exposed tortoises returning consistent negative qPCR and
ELISA results for M. agassizii and showing no new clinical signs of respiratory disease to be uninfected
(n=14). One of the 15 surviving tortoises returned one positive qPCR result immediately prior to the
second exposure and so was not re-exposed as a precaution, but all subsequent results were negative.
We assigned unique contact times to each remaining uninfected tortoise for a second exposure to one of
7 infected males. Times ranged from 10 minutes up to 25 hours to include times more typically
experienced during overnight or multi-day burrow sharing.
We attached proximity loggers (Encounternet LLC, Portland, OR) to the anterior carapace of each
tortoise set to document another logger when pairs were approximately ≤ 10 cm from each other (settings
based on trial tests with model and live tortoises). We selected a 10 cm distance to capture interactions
where physical contact was most likely and thus able to facilitate direct transmission of bacteria. Each
logger recorded a start time when another logger was detected and an end time of the interaction when
tortoises were > 10 cm apart for longer than 1 minute. Absolute spatial precision for contact loggers can
vary, however, so we observed initial contacts between pairs to compare to logger data following the
event to evaluate accuracy (Boyland et al. 2013). We noted some loggers failed to record observed
interactions and either replaced the logger or observed all interactions and manually recorded contact
time for that tortoise pair (n=6).
Prior to introductions, we re-assessed the health of infected males and collected oral swabs to
determine M. agassizii infection load using qPCR. On April 14th 2014 we placed the first seven (of 14)
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uninfected tortoises in one of seven pens housing an infected male. We monitored all pairs and logged
contact times, documented observed behaviors every 30-60 minutes, and removed the naïve tortoise
from the pen when contact totals neared their assigned time (Fig. 2.1). Seven new tortoises were
introduced after the first seven were removed. All exposed tortoises were quarantined and health
assessed at 2-3 weeks, 6-7 weeks, and 12-13 weeks after exposure (these assessments did not include
nasal lavage and the final quarantine assessment did not include a blood draw).
Naïve group 2 - continuous exposure
The remaining 16 uninfected tortoises (n=8 males, n=8 females) selected for the study were quarantined
in individual pens and are referred to as group 2. We randomly assigned one male and one female naive
tortoise to one of eight pens housing the eight infected males. Prior to introductions, we re-assessed the
health of the eight infected males and collected oral swabs to determine M. agassizii infection load using
qPCR. All tortoises were fitted with proximity loggers at the start of the study and were set to record
interactions as described for group 1, with logger accuracy validated by video recordings and observed
interactions throughout the study. On August 19th we placed the two naive tortoises into their assigned
pen with the infected male and performed health assessments on all tortoises at day 16-18, 44-45, and
74-75 of exposure. Tortoises then hibernated in separate burrows and were quarantined in spring. We
performed weekly health assessments after quarantine in 2014 and present results up to 11 April (2014
assessments did not include nasal lavage and only March assessments included a blood draw).
Final animal disposition
Fifteen tortoises from naive group 2 were retained for additional research. Remaining tortoises were
transferred to the DTCC veterinary staff at the end of this study for antibiotic treatment and care.
Exposure models
This study design resulted in each tortoise being exposed to a hazard (an infected host) on a continuous
time scale, but sampling for the event of interest (infection) occurred at discrete time points. The exact
timing of the infection, therefore, could only be narrowed down to the interval between sampling periods
(also known as interval-censored, or grouped time data). One approach used for a binary response
(infected=1, uninfected=0) occurring at an unknown point within a discrete interval is a generalized linear
model (glm) with complementary log-log link: cloglog(x) = log[-log(1-x)] (Singer & Willet 2003). If we
assume a constant risk of infection λ for any unit of time t, then a glm with cloglog link and an offset (a
predictor variable with coefficient =1) for exposure acts as a proportional hazards model (Vittinghoff et al.
2005). To estimate the probability of acquiring infection P(Inf) over an exposure period E = Δt, an offset of
logE was added to any other covariates (Xt) included in the model so that at time t:
P(Inf) = 1 – exp [-exp(β0 + Xtβ1 + logE)]
It can be shown that 1-exp[-exp(β0)] in this model is equivalent to the infection risk λ for a single unit of
exposure (Vittinghoff et al. 2005). We used this model structure and the results of our exposure trials to
estimate M. agassizii infection probability over increasing exposure, defined in various ways described
below, and determined whether other covariates improved model fit.
Response variable
We determined the value of the response variable (1= infected, 0=uninfected) for each exposure event in
our data set based on two definitions of infection: 1) we first considered a naive tortoise to be infected
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with M. agassizii at the end of a period of exposure if more than one oral swab or nasal lavage sample
tested qPCR positive following the exposure period; 2) we then tested a stricter assumption that
considered a naive tortoise infected if any single qPCR result following exposure was positive. While we
believe definition 1 more accurately describes the infection process in this system, we cannot ignore the
possibility that low level infections may have developed but were missed by our sampling methods. We
found the results were not sensitive to our assumptions (further discussed in results) and so we present
the results of all models using infection definition 1 heretofore, and the results from infection definition 2
are provided in a supplementary document (Appendix S1, Supporting Information).
Cumulative exposure
We first estimated infection probability using cumulative exposure time of naive tortoises up to the point of
infection or censor (omitting the first exposure of naive group 1), resulting in a single datum for each
tortoise. The first model used the number of days spent in a pen with the infected host (cum.days) as the
exposure variable E. We added the covariates sex and grp (which naïve group the individual belongs) to
this model and performed a Chi square analysis of deviance test to determine if addition of either
covariate significantly improved model deviance, with p < 0.05 considered significant (Singer & Willet
2003). The second model used cumulative duration of close contact (cum.dur) either logged or observed
as the exposure variable, using a subset of data from tortoises for which this data was available. We
added the covariate logmethod (whether contact duration was logged by proximity loggers or determine
by observers) sex and grp, and similarly performed a Chi square analysis of deviance to test whether
addition of either covariate improved model deviance.
Discrete exposure
We next considered each interval between health assessments as a discrete exposure event and used
data from each exposure interval up to the point of infection or censor. This approach resulted in a
“period-person” data format with multiple exposures for some individuals, an infection result for each
interval, and interval-specific covariates (Singer & Willet 2003). Using this format, we were able to include
the qPCR-determined infection load of the transmitting tortoise (inf.pcr) as a covariate, which varied over
time. We used two subsets of the full data to run a set of models defining the exposure term E as either
number of days in the interval (int.days) or the total contact duration during the interval (int.dur), and
incorporating the inf.pcr term as either a covariate or as a component of the exposure term (dose1 =
int.days*inf.pcr; dose2 = int.dur*inf.pcr).
The first subset of data included all intervals for which contact data was available, regardless of
logmethod, and only included intervals where the focal tortoise was exposed to one infected host (i.e., in
group 2 tortoises, when one naïve tortoise became infected in an interval earlier than the other naïve
tortoise, we excluded subsequent interval data due to uncertainty regarding the infectiousness of the
newly infected host). The second subset of data included the same conditions as subset one, but only for
intervals with contact data logged by proximity loggers. Observers may over-estimate contact time
compared to loggers because interactions within burrows could not be observed, and tortoises may be
spaced further apart than the logger detection threshold. We compared model fits for the set of models
estimated from the same data subset with normalized Akaike weights (wi) and corrected AIC (AICc) for
small sample sizes (Burnham & Anderson 2002). We added covariates (sex, grp) to the top-ranking
models and performed a Chi square analysis of deviance to determine if the addition significantly
improved model deviance. All model estimates and test statistics were calculated using program R (R
Development Core Team 2014).
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Natural interaction patterns
Natural interactions were studied at Fort Irwin National Training Center near Barstow, California, USA.
We selected 25 tortoises (n=14 males, n=11 females) from past research with overlapping or adjacent
home-ranges over a 900 ha area. We attached radio transmitters (RI-2B, Holohil Ltd, Carp, ON, Canada)
and proximity loggers (Sirtrack Ltd, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand) to the first costal scutes and calibrated
loggers to record contacts of tortoise pairs spaced approximately ≤ 10 cm. Loggers documented the start
time of an interaction when another logger came in range and an end time when the logger was not
detected for 1 minute. Data from each logger in an interacting pair was combined to create a single
record for each logged encounter (Dataset S4, Supplementary Information). Twenty-four loggers were
attached and active from 1 June 2012 to 26 October 2012 (one logger was attached 19 June 2012), a
period of the year encompassing extensive burrow use in summer months, and surface activity and
mating in fall (Rostal et al. 2014).
To ensure proximity loggers accurately recorded contact events of interest, we compared logger
data to observer recorded interactions at this site and 3 additional sites with sample tortoises fitted with
proximity loggers (n=51) in the same manner for additional studies. Observers located all tortoises at a
site at least twice monthly during the study period and recorded surface interactions and burrow sharing
events to compare to logger data.
For comparison to interaction conditions in exposure trials, we aggregated contacts into “contact
events” by combining data from contacts occurring over a period of consecutive days. For each contact
event, we calculated the number of consecutive days each pair interacted and the cumulative duration of
interactions over this period based on logger data. Using the highest ranking exposure models from our
captive trials (E = dose1; E = dose2), we predicted the transmission probability of contact events between
wild tortoises for an average infection load (mean[inf.pcr]) based on the number of consecutive days an
event lasted and the total contact time logged over the contact event. We created two weighted contact
networks in the R package igraph, where each contact event between tortoises was given a weight equal
to the transmission probability predicted by the model (Csardi & Nepusz 2006).

RESULTS
Exposure and transmission
Naïve group 1
During 0.5, 1.5, or 4-hour introductions, tortoise pairs frequently engaged in physical contact and
displayed typical behaviors of aggression or courtship. After quarantine, no group 1 tortoises returned
consistent positive qPCR results over a 10-month period of sampling (Table 2.1). We observed no
moderate to severe clinical signs of respiratory disease during health assessments.
Following the second exposure, oral swabs from two tortoises exposed for 4.1 and 12.2 hours
tested positive for M. agassizii and continued to test positive in subsequent samples (Table 2.2). Both
tortoises developed moderate clinical signs of respiratory disease. Two additional tortoises tested qPCR
positive on one occasion, but negative for all others and lacked signs of disease in 2014. No tortoises in
this group tested positive for antibodies to M. agassizii throughout the study.
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Naïve group 2
During the first two weeks of cohabitation, some proximity loggers fell off and were not re-attached for a
period of several days. Other loggers appeared to record interactions inaccurately as determined by
review of video footage taken during the study. As a result, we recorded incomplete interaction data for 9
exposed tortoises and complete interaction data for 7 tortoises. Incomplete or suspect logger data for an
exposure interval were removed from analyses.
Four tortoises tested qPCR positive for M. agassizii in both oral and nasal samples and 3 tested
positive only in nasal samples at the first health assessment following two weeks of exposure. By day 75
of exposure, 14 of 16 tortoises were positive for both samples (Table 2.3). Tortoises remained positive in
all subsequent tests and while in quarantine the following spring. One qPCR positive tortoise tested
positive for antibodies in October 2013 and two additional tortoises were suspect for antibodies in March
2014 (Table 2.3). Of the 14 new infections, 11 developed moderate to severe clinical signs of respiratory
disease including nasal discharge, 1 developed mild signs with rare nasal discharge and 2 showed mild
signs but lacked nasal discharge during all assessments in 2013 & 2014. Two tortoises remained
negative or equivocal for all tests throughout the study and showed no clinical signs of disease, one of
which acquired an injury to the face early in the introduction that resulted in scarring of the nares. Due to
this potentially confounding injury, the data for this tortoise was removed from analysis.
Controls
Of four oral swabs collected for each of 9 tortoises considered uninfected and unexposed, all returned
negative (n=33) or equivocal (n=3) results for M. agassizii. Of two nasal lavages and plasma samples
collected for each control tortoise, all returned negative qPCR (nasal n=18) and negative ELISA (plasma
n=17; one sample was lost) results for M. agassizii and antibodies to M. agassizii.
Exposure models and predictors of infection probability
Cumulative exposure
The model using cum.days as the exposure term was estimated to be: P(Inf)= 1 – exp [-exp(-3.314894 +
log(cum.days)], intercept SE = 0.2747 (Fig. 2.2a). This model predicts a daily infection risk of 0.036 (± 1
SE: 0.027 - 0.047). The exposure time estimated to reach a 0.5 probability was 19.1 days (± 1 SE: 14.5 –
25.1 days). The addition of a sex or grp covariate did not significantly improve the model (sex: p = 0.069,
grp: p = 0.63). The model using cum.dur as the exposure term was estimated to be: P(Inf)= 1 – exp [exp(-4.193494 + log(cum.dur)], intercept SE = 0.4461 (Fig. 2.2b). This model predicts an hourly infection
risk of 0.015 (± 1 SE: 0.0096 - 0.023). The exposure time estimated to reach a 0.5 probability was 45.9
hours of contact (± 1 SE: 29.4 – 71.7 hours). The addition of covariates sex, grp, or logmethod did not
significantly improve the model (sex: p = 0.73, grp: p = 0.61, logmethod: p = 0.97).
Discrete exposure
The model using the dose1 variable as the exposure term best fit the data for both data subsets (Table
2.4). The logger-only data set produced similar results, with dose1 as the best fit (Table 2.4), however,
the dose2 model ranked higher in this model set and had similar AICc and model weight to the dose1
model. In both analyses, models including information about either interaction time (int.days, int.dur) or M.
agassizii load of the transmitting host (inf.pcr) out-performed an intercept-only null model.
The model with the highest weight for data subset 1 was estimated to be: P(Inf)= 1 – exp [-exp(14.5707 + log(dose1)], intercept SE = 0.4548. This model suggest daily infection risk depends on the
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bacterial load of the transmitting host, predicting that the same exposure times will have a higher
transmission probability as infection load increases (Fig. 2.3a). The second best model in data subset 2
includes a similar relationship between contact duration and infection load. The dose2 model was
estimated to be: P(Inf)= 1 – exp [-exp(-14.8374 + log(dose2)], intercept SE = 0.5261. This model similarly
predicts a naïve host exposed to a tortoise with a greater load of M. agassizii will require less interaction
time for infection (Fig. 2.3b). Neither model was significantly improved by the addition of covariates sex or
grp (data subset 1, sex: p = 0.17, grp: p = 0.53; data subset 2, sex: p = 0.097, grp: p = 0.83)
Model sensitivity
Model estimates and predictions (± SE) using an alternative infection definition to determine the response
variable for our data (any single qPCR result after an exposure event) overlapped with results using
infection definition 1 (more than 1 positive qPCR result after an exposure; Supporting Information). The
primary difference between the two approaches was reduced support for using contact duration in the
exposure term to predict transmission probability when compared to other models and a slightly higher
transmission risk for all exposure scenarios.
Natural interaction patterns
All loggers remained attached throughout the study and 39 tortoise pairings out of 325 possible pairings
were logged by proximity loggers and were assumed to have interacted. Approximately half of the
interactions occurred within one day’s time (54/105, Fig. 2.4a) and total close interaction time over one
day or consecutive days was often less than 1 hour (81/105, Fig. 2.4b). Some pairings did have contact
over several consecutive days and the most extensive pair interaction recorded totaled 268 hours over 20
consecutive days. Observers recorded 57 burrow sharing events during radio-telemetry relocations at all
sites with proximity loggers: 35/57 events were recorded by loggers at the time of the observation; 22/57
events were not recorded at the time of observation but loggers recorded contacts at earlier or later times
on the day of the observation. Observers also recorded 13 surface interactions that all corresponded to a
logger-recorded contact at the same date and time. Additionally, we observed burrow sharing after
loggers were removed in 4 pairs that lasted at least 5, 6, 105, and 109 days.
The transmission probabilities predicted for contact events were low overall. The model based on
the number of days the event lasted and mean infection load (dose1) predicted transmission probabilities
of: < 0.1 for 51% of contact events (54/105), 0.1–0.3 for 38% of events (40/105), 0.3–0.5 for 8.6% of
events (9/105), and ≥ 0.5 for 1.9% of events (2/105; Fig. 2.5a). The model using total duration of contact
and mean infection load (dose2) predicted transmission probabilities of: < 0.1 for 79% of contact events
(83/105), 0.1–0.3 for 11% of events (12/105), 0.3–0.5 for 3.8% of events (4/105), and ≥ 0.5 for 5.7% of
events (6/105; Fig. 2.5b).

DISCUSSION
Directly transmitted pathogens require close contact between hosts to spread, but only a small proportion
of total contacts may facilitate transmission. We created variation in exposure to an infected host by
initiating interactions between captive desert tortoises uninfected and infected with the pathogen M.
agassizii and terminating interactions after varying amounts of time and contact. We reassessed infection
status after each exposure and used the results of these trials to estimate transmission risk over a range
of exposures, accounting for unequal infection loads among the transmitting hosts. Our study provides
evidence of a dose-response effect for M. agassizii transmission in desert tortoises where the exposure
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time and pathogen dose may determine effective pathogen transmission. The data imply that in most
situations, high transmission rates are limited to extensive contacts between hosts over multiple days.
When we examined the duration of contact events in a wild tortoise population using proximity loggers,
such extensive contacts were rare events during the study period, suggesting low transmission risk under
these conditions. However, our transmission models show less contact may be needed for transmission if
an infection is particularly high, thus identifying patterns of both these key host contacts and shedding
events will be critical to understanding transmission risk in tortoise populations.
Detecting infection
Detecting infection in animals poses several challenges and can affect interpretation of results if
assumptions are not met. We used multiple sampling techniques and repeated diagnostic tests to reduce
the likelihood of false negatives or positives affecting results. While most results were consistent, some
exposed tortoises returned single and low-value positive qPCR results among a series of negative
results. These solitary positives could indicate low infection levels that avoid detection (Shin, Kosch &
Waldman 2014), but we suspect such isolated positives in our study are not indicative of an established
infection. False-positives can occur in single PCR tests, but are less likely when repeated sampling
methods are used to diagnose infection (Cuenca-Estrella et al. 2009). To ensure our results were robust
even if this assumption was not met, we conducted our analyses using a second, more conservative
approach to account for potential missed infections. Many of the patterns, model parameter estimates,
and predictions were conserved using this alternative method. To ensure confidence in conclusions, we
encourage the use of multiple methods where possible and repeated sampling when investigating
disease processes in wild animals.
Contact heterogeneity and transmission risk
The use of contact network analyses in disease studies demonstrates the growing awareness of the role
contact heterogeneity plays in transmission (Keeling & Eames 2005; Bansal et al. 2007; Craft 2015).
However, the correct use of this tool is important, as the full contact network rarely reflects the
transmission network (Craft 2015). Our results support this notion and we show how empirically derived
estimates of transmission likelihood can be used to create network models that reflect variation in percontact transmission risk. Our results suggest short interactions between M. agassizii infected and
uninfected desert tortoises (<3 days, <5hrs) have low infection probabilities, but may be the most frequent
type of interaction in some free-ranging tortoise populations. Thus, transmission would likely be overestimated if all contacts were treated equally in these network models. Other animal host-parasite
systems similarly show that contact network models using more detailed information about the type or
duration of interactions occurring between hosts better predict new infections or parasite abundance and
diversity (Clay et al. 2009; Drewe 2010; Rimbach et al. 2015).
Similar to contact heterogeneity, including variation in shedding rate in transmission models may
improve prediction. Our results suggest variation observed in qPCR data from infected hosts may reflect
host infectiousness: hosts with a higher qPCR-estimated bacterial load were predicted to transmit
infection more effectively with less contact. Thus, the pattern of infectiousness in hosts may determine
which contacts and what time periods contribute significantly to transmission. Other studies similarly show
that the timing and severity of infectiousness can greatly change transmission patterns in structured
populations (Cross et al. 2005; Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005; Grear, Luong & Hudson 2013). The occurrence of
a few “super-shedders” or “super-shedding” events can have a disproportional impact on the outcome of
disease outbreaks (Stein 2011).
A key next step will be to identify M. agassizii shedding patterns in infected wild hosts, as this will
inform interpretation of contact networks and their effective use in transmission models. Oral swabbing
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may prove a useful method for this task, but additional tests and alternative methods for assessing
infectiousness should still be explored. We standardized our swabbing technique to improve repeatability,
but variation in qPCR results may be caused by sampling error and should be further validated (Miller et
al. 2012). We encourage further investigation into the detection, distribution, and timing of highly
infectious hosts or shedding events that likely promote rapid pathogen spread in G. agassizii and other
species.
The relationships we observed between transmission risk and exposure can help managers
interpret variation in disease patterns in tortoise populations and identify potentially high-risk scenarios.
Little data exist on M. agassizii transmission in wild desert tortoises, but infection risk in many cases
appears low compared to captive populations (Johnson, Morafka & Jacobson 2006; Ozgul et al. 2009;
Sandmeier et al. 2013). If the apparent majority of contacts in the wild have low transmission probability
as we observed, low infection prevalence would be expected compared to a captive situation where
contact rates and durations are amplified. The conditions of captivity may also increase infection severity
and shedding rates, as has been documented with Salmonella in Australian reptiles (Scheelings, Lightfoot
& Holz 2011), which would further increase transmission rates according to our predictions. Similarly,
seasonal, regional, or stress-driven variation in host behavior and infection severity in wild populations
could affect transmission rates and account for differences in infection prevalence (Altizer et al. 2006;
Sandmeier et al. 2013; VanderWaal et al. 2013). Further research documenting natural & disturbancecaused variation in contact and pathogen shedding patterns could shed light on the circumstances
leading to more rapid and severe outbreaks in desert tortoise populations.
Collecting data on such small-scale processes may seem unreasonable, but many host patterns
can be linked to general environmental or population characteristics (e.g., seasonally-driven patterns of
contact and infectiousness; Altizer et al. 2006; Morgan et al. 2006). In our model comparisons, pathogen
exposure estimated by the number of days in shared housing with an infected host out-performed
exposure estimated by hours of close interaction. This may reflect inaccuracies in documenting close
interaction or suggest a coarse description of pair proximity may be adequate for describing contact
heterogeneity. While technology such as proximity loggers present new opportunities for research, their
current cost and variable performance limit use in large-scale studies (Boyland et al. 2013). Such devices
may not be necessary if more general indices of pair interaction, e.g., shared space and burrow-use data,
can sufficiently estimate transmission dynamics in G. agassizii and other generally solitary species
(Godfrey et al. 2009; Leu, Kappeler & Bull 2010).
Conclusion
Our results provide clear data on how variation in contact duration and the infectiousness of the
transmitting host influences the likelihood of transmission and show that incorporating host contact and
shedding data could improve the predictive power of epidemiological models. Future work should focus
not only on identifying the distribution of individual and population level host characteristics leading to
high transmission risk, but also on potential environmental drivers associated with such characteristics. A
clearer understanding of the conditions surrounding pathogen transmission may inform strategies to
prevent or disrupt outbreaks.
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FIGURES

Figure 2.1 Criteria for selecting study animals and design of exposure trials. Introductions between M.
agassizii infected and uninfected hosts (G. agassizii) were either observed by researchers or logged by
proximity loggers. Exposure to an infected tortoise either lasted a set amount of time (discrete) or
occurred sporadically as animals shared a pen over multiple months (continuous). Tortoises in naïve
group 1 remaining uninfected after a single exposure event and 10 months in quarantine were re-exposed
and re-tested for infection.
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Figure 2.2 Transmission results and predicted infection risk for cumulative exposure time to an M.
agassizii infected tortoise. Points represent transmission results (0=uninfected, 1=infected) of each
G.agassizii following an exposure event (jittered on x axis). Infection probability (line ± SE) was predicted
using generalized linear models with complementary log-log link function. Results are calculated based
on number of days in a shared enclosure (a) and total duration of close contact (b).
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Figure 2.3 Predicted infection probability (± SE) within an exposure interval for different infection levels of
a transmitting host using the two best-supported models from transmission experiments. Both models had
a single predictor, a) dose1: the product of days spent in a pen with an infected tortoise and the estimated
infection load of the transmitting host, and b) dose2: the product of hours spent in contact with an infected
host and that host’s infection load. Infection probability was predicted for three levels of transmitting host
infection load: the minimum (891), mean (220,354), and maximum (1,239,158) values for hosts used in
this study.
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Figure 2.4 Frequency of contact events between pairs of wild G. agassizii occurring in a single day or
over consecutive days (a) and the cumulative duration of interactions over consecutive days (b).
Distributions are based on a sample population of 25 adult tortoises fitted with proximity loggers
calibrated to detect close contact (≤ 10 cm) between individuals from 1 June 2012 to 26 October 2012.
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Figure 2.5 Two representations of a contact network of 25 wild adult G. agassizii, weighted by
transmission model predictions. Each point represents a tortoise and lines connecting points represent
contact events as recorded by proximity loggers. Line width is scaled by the predicted transmission
probability of the contact event, calculated using the highest-ranking exposure models from captive
transmission studies. The dose1 and dose2 term used in the models were the product of mean infection
load for transmitting hosts in the study and exposure time based on the number of days the contact event
lasted (a) or close contact duration logged during the event (b). Point size is scaled by the summed
probability of all contact events involving that tortoise.
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TABLES
Table 2.1 M. agassizii qPCR results for naïve group 1 before and after discrete exposure to an infected
host. Animals were quarantined following exposure and oral swabs, nasal lavage, and blood samples
were collected at intervals. Values presented are M. agassizii abundance estimates for a single oral swab
sample based on qPCR. Two results are shown (oral result / nasal result) if results did not agree. Eq =
equivocal or inconclusive results. All ELISA results from plasma collected during this period were
negative, except those denoted otherwise.
Quarantine 1 qPCR
Contact
Infected
Infected
dur (hrs)
Naïve ID, sex Initial qPCR
ID, sex
qPCR
Jun
Jul Aug
Sep
Oct Mar Apr
22149 F
0,0
18985 M
120595
0.5
0
0
0
0
0
-17477 F
0,0
18985 M
120595
1.5
0
0
0
0
0
-17195 F
0,0
18985 M
120595
4.0
0
0
0 0/Eq
0
-19220 M
0,0
18985 M
120595
>4.0*
0
0
0
0
Eq
0
22292 F
0,0
19415 M
10690
0.5
0
0
0
0
0
-22059 F
0,0
19415 M
10690
1.5
0
0
0 0/Eq
0
-21347 M
0,0S
19415 M
10690
4.0
0
0
0
0 467
-16846 M
0, 49/0
21190 M
24890
0.5
0
0
0
0
Eq
0
16656 M
0,0
21190 M
24890
1.5
0
0
0
0
0
-19344 F
0,0
21190 M
24890
4.0
0
0 Eq/148
0
Eq
0
22267 F
0, 0/EqS
6070 M
43373
0.5
0
0
0
0
0
-19340 F
0,0
6070 M
43373
1.5
0
0
0 0/Eq
0
-21499 M
0,0
6070 M
43373
4.0
0
0
0
0
0
-22159 F**
0,0
6349 M
11788
0.5
------22083 F
0, Eq/0
6349 M
11788
1.5
0
0
0
0
0
-22181 M
0,0
6349 M
11788
4.0
0
0
0
0
0
-*additional exposure day due to fence breach, total contact time unknown; **died soon after exposure due
to unrelated trauma; S Suspect ELISA
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Table 2.2 M. agassizii qPCR results for naïve group 1 after a second discrete exposure to an infected
host. After an initial exposure resulted in no new detectable infections, G. agassizii (n=14) were reexposed to an infected host for a pre-determined exposure time. Tortoises were quarantined following
each exposure and oral swabs were collected at intervals (first two assessments included a blood draw).
Values presented are M. agassizii abundance estimates for a single oral swab sample based on qPCR.
Eq = equivocal or inconclusive results. All ELISA results for blood collected during this time were
negative.
Exposure 2 Apr-14
Infected
Days in
Naïve ID, sex Infected ID, sex qPCR
pen
Contact dur (hrs)
21347 M*
----19344 F
18985 M
557053
3
15.8
22059 F
19415 M
76493
4
0.9
16656 M
19415 M
76493
5
12.2
21499 M
20304 M
891
1
0.4
17477 F
20304 M
891
2
7.0
17195 F
21190 M
26160
2
2.2
19220 M
21190 M
26160
9
5.5
22181 M
21897 M
140316
1
1.4
22267 F
21897 M
140316
3
25.0
19340 F
6070 M
272473
1
2.9
22083 F
6070 M
272473
1
10.7
16846 M
6070 M
272473
2
17.0
22149 F
6349 M
126470
6
0.2
22292 F
6349 M
126470
4
4.1
*not exposed a second time due to suspect status at end of quarantine 1

Quarantine 2 qPCR
May

Jun

Jul

0
0
0
1777585
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
469
0
0
4984260

0
0
0
4435776
0
Eq
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
398
5110088

0
0
0
424238
0
0
0
0
0
Eq
Eq
0
0
0
33453

Quarantine 2014
qPCR

Infected
Naïve ID, sex
Initial qPCR
Infected ID
initial qCPR
3-5 Sep
1-2 Oct
31 Oct-1 Nov
25-26 Mar
4 Apr
11 Apr
21804 M
0,0
18985 M
22911
0
62 / Eq
1491289
1357889
4647186
4769004
22340 F
0,0
18985 M
22911
0
1293648
394167
2332249
3483092
2326168
14839 M
0,0
19415 M
153686
0
107 / 0
7382743
2739180
5864166 13496163
22404 F
0**
19415 M
153686
0
Eq / 0
0
Eq
Eq
0
22409 M
0**
20304 M
41174
183261
452014P
42772P
37543P
254434
236247
22417 F
0**
20304 M
41174
0
5498851
898364
2585251S
4893490
2404840
22003 M
0,0
21190 M
244466
639190
318254
411312
1626054
2747628
510998
22419 F
0**
21190 M
244466
0
3110700
614525
2951001
6048124 10249199
15780 M
0,0
21894 M
733143
0 / 204
3409210
2721137
911677
8220049
4040862
22335 F
0,0
21894 M
733143
Eq / 462
141369
2993780
1676746
2069216
6393441
22286 F*
0,0
21897 M
522835
0
0
0
0
--22390 M
0,0
21897 M
522835
0 / 317
558126
1088161
7368059
2830298
6191128
22211 F
0,0
6070 M
591811
3445/Eq
3869277
1121742
3897770
7398174
2160592
22314 M
0,0
6070 M
591811
2851673
3740471
333991
4488860
3572943
1945467
22301 F
0,0
6349 M
39400
1415283
4006279
899054
5008616S
16065426
6013114
22399 M
0,0
6349 M
39400
0
1805458
245780
2525409
1441838
1348844
*Acquired injury at start of study that may affect transmission- removed from data set, no nasal lavages due to injury; **Only one health
assessment performed prior to exposure; P Positive ELISA; S Suspect ELISA.

Exposure 19 Aug – 16 Nov 2013
qPCR

Table 2.3 M. agassizii qPCR results before, during and after continuous exposure to an infected host. Individuals were health
assessed at intervals and oral swabs, nasal lavages (2013 only), and blood samples (not collected Apr 2014) were collected to
assess infection status. Values presented are M. agassizii abundance estimates for a single oral swab sample. Two results are
shown (oral result / nasal result) if results conflicted. Eq = equivocal or inconclusive results. ELISA results from plasma
collected during this time were negative unless denoted otherwise.
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Table 2.4 Models of transmission probability ranked by normalized Akaike weights (wi). All models were
run using data from observed and logged interaction and again on a subset of data from interactions
logged by proximity loggers only.
Observed & logged data

Logged data only

Model

AICc

dAICc

wi

Model

AICc

dAICc

wi

offset(log(dose1))
offset(log(int.days)) + inf.pcr

23.77
25.14

0.00
1.37

0.49
0.25

offset(log(dose1))
offset(log(dose2))

17.45
18.50

0.00
1.05

0.35
0.21

offset(log(int.days))
offset(log(int.dur))

26.06
27.67

2.29
3.90

0.16
0.07

offset(log(int.dur))
offset(log(int.days)) + inf.pcr

19.05
19.92

1.60
2.47

0.16
0.10

offset(log(int.dur)) + inf.pcr

29.32

5.55

0.03

offset(log(int.days))

20.31

2.86

0.08

offset(log(dose2))
log(inf.pcr)

31.31
36.48

7.54
12.71

0.01
0.00

offset(log(int.dur)) + inf.pcr
log(inf.pcr)

20.50
24.86

3.05
7.42

0.08
0.01

Null
38.82
15.05
0.00
Null
25.16
7.72
0.01
int.days: number of days in pen with infected host during exposure interval
int.dur: duration (hrs) of close contact with infected host during exposure interval
inf.pcr: estimated M. agassizii infection load of transmitting host from qPCR of oral swab taken before introductions
dose1: product of days in pen with an infected host and that host’s estimated infection load for the exposure interval
dose2: product of duration (hrs) of contact with an infected host and that host’s estimated infection load for the exposure
interval
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Exposure model results using infection definition 2
Any single positive qPCR at any health assessment after exposure was considered an infection. If a
tortoise returned any positive result before an exposure event, the data from that exposure was not used
as the tortoise is considered already infected.
Analysis 1 model
P(Inf)= 1 – exp [-exp( -3.162502 + log(cum.days)]
intercept SE: 0.2695
Anaysis 2 model
P(Inf)= 1 – exp [-exp( -3.698007 + log(cum.dur)]
intercept SE: 0.4324
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Figure 2.S1. Predicted infection risk for cumulative exposure time to an M. agassizii infected tortoise.
Infection probability (line ± SE) was predicted using generalized linear models with complementary log-log
link function and data from exposure events where a new infection was defined in 2 ways: 1) more than
one positive qPCR result following exposure (solid line) or 2) one or more positive results following
exposure (dashed line). Results are calculated based on number of days in a shared enclosure (a) and
total duration of close contact (b).
Analysis 3 dose1 model
P(Inf)= 1 – exp [-exp(-13.6475+ log(dose1)]
Intercept SE: 0.3571
Analysis 4 dose2 model
P(Inf)= 1 – exp [-exp(-14.21495 + log(dose2)]
Intercept SE: 0.4458
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Table 2.S1. Models of transmission probability ranked by normalized Akaike weights (wi). All models used
the cloglog link for a binary response variable (0 = no infection, 1 = infection with Mycoplasma agassizii
based on qPCR). All models were run using data from observed and logged interaction and again on a
subset of data from interactions logged by proximity loggers only.
Logged & observed data

Logged data only
AICc

dAICc

wi

Model

AICc

dAICc

wi

offset(log(dose1))

41.21

0.00

0.49

offset(log(dose1))

20.94

0.00

0.40

log(inf.pcr)

42.79

1.58

0.22

offset(log(int.days)) + inf.pcr

20.95

0.00

0.40

offset(log(int.days)) + inf.pcr

43.46

2.24

0.16

log(inf.pcr)

23.54

2.60

0.11

offset(log(int.days))

46.01

4.80

0.04

offset(log(dose2))

25.21

4.26

0.05

Null

46.43

5.22

0.04

offset(log(int.dur)) + inf.pcr

26.60

5.65

0.02

offset(log(dose2))

46.58

5.37

0.03

Null

26.98

6.04

0.02

offset(log(int.dur)) + inf.pcr

48.15

6.94

0.02

offset(log(int.days))

29.17

8.22

0.01

offset(log(int.dur))

48.59

7.38

0.01
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Figure 2.S2. Predicted infection probability (± SE) within an exposure interval for different infection levels
of a transmitting host using models from transmission experiments where a new infection was defined in
2 ways: 1) more than one positive qPCR result following exposure (black line) or 2) one or more positive
results following exposure (red line). Both models had a single predictor, a) dose1: the product of days
spent in a pen with an infected tortoise and the estimated infection load of the transmitting host, and b)
dose2: the product of hours spent in contact with an infected host and that host’s infection load. Infection
probability was predicted for three levels of transmitting host infection load: the minimum (891), mean
(220,354), and maximum (1,239,158) values for hosts used in this study.
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ABSTRACT
Interactions between wildlife hosts act as transmission routes for directly transmitted pathogens and vary
in ways that affect transmission efficiency. Identifying drivers of contact variation can allow both contact
inference and estimation of transmission dynamics despite limited data. In desert tortoises, mating
strategy, burrow-use, and seasonal change influence numerous behaviors and likely shape contact
patterns. In this study, we ask to what extent tortoise contact behavior varies between sexes and
seasons, and whether space or burrow-use data can be used to infer contact characteristics consistent
with those recorded by proximity loggers. We identified sex and season-biased contact behavior in both
wild and captive populations indicative of female-female avoidance and seasonal male mate-seeking
behavior. Space and burrow-use patterns were informative, but did not always predict the extent of sex or
seasonal biases on contact. We discuss the implications these findings have for transmission patterns
and disease mitigation in tortoise populations.
Keywords: weighted contacts; contact inference; proximity loggers; scramble competition; female
avoidance; transmission risk

INTRODUCTION
Directly transmitted pathogens require host interaction within and between populations to spread
effectively. Examining the pattern of host connectivity through representative social networks can thus
provide insight into the dynamics of pathogen movement and disease outbreak in humans and animals
(Keeling & Eames, 2005). Depending on the method used to construct the network, key aspects of the
process of interest may not be represented, and network-based inference may be misleading. In the case
of transmission, some contacts may transfer pathogens with greater efficiency than others, so a networkbased transmission model may need to include contact heterogeneity that reflects variable transmission
rates. Pertinent information can be conveyed through networks by connecting individuals (nodes) with
weighted or labeled edges that specify a variety of contact characteristics. Edgewise data may include a
measure of interaction strength (e.g., duration, or frequency), type of behavior (e.g., grooming, or
aggression) or dyadic attribute (e.g., age or sex combinations) – all of which have been suggested to
influence transmission efficiency in various host species (Drewe, 2010; Aiello et al., 2016; Manlove et al.,
2017). Constructing contact networks that mirror natural variation across dyads or seasonal or
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environmental gradients may be necessary to accurately predict transmission patterns and elucidate
drivers of pathogen outbreak (Hirsch et al., 2016).
In many situations, however, we lack detailed data on the interaction patterns of hosts and must
rely on general assumptions about host behavior to predict contact and transmission dynamics. As
physical contact requires spatial proximity, measures of shared space-use or Euclidean distance between
pairs are intuitive proxies for interactions, but may not always reflect contact biases or seasonal effects
among neighboring dyads (Castles et al., 2014; VanderWaal et al., 2014b; Tosa et al., 2015). Identifying
and incorporating behavioral biases into interaction models should improve contact network inference
when space-use patterns differ from social patterns.
In this study, we explored the influence of spatial and non-spatial behaviors on binary and
weighted contact patterns of Agassiz’s desert tortoise, Gopherus agassizii. We sought to identify drivers
of contact behavior that may be key to understanding transmission dynamics and inferring contact
networks when detailed host interactions cannot be observed. We previously demonstrated that the
amount of contact between infected and uninfected tortoises affects the transmission success of a
pathogen associated with population declines of this species (Aiello et al., 2016). Identifying when
transmission-efficient interactions are likely to occur within tortoise populations could inform management
decisions and allow large-scale analyses that assess the role of social connectivity on transmission
patterns.
Unravelling cryptic contacts in Gopherus agassizii
While not generally considered a social species, interactions leading to physical contact between
tortoises occur throughout the year, though the sparsity of these events makes them difficult to observe
and analyze in detail (Guyer et al., 2014; Rostal, 2014). In order to survive harsh conditions, tortoises
spend a majority of their lives in rocky shelters or underground burrows (occasionally co-occupied by
multiple tortoises; Woodbury & Hardy, 1948). When surface conditions are favorable, tortoises interact
above-ground using a variety of physical, visual, and olfactory signals that relate to mating behavior and
intrasexual competition (Alberts et al., 1994; Ruby & Niblick, 1994; Bulova, 1997; Guyer et al., 2014).
Burrows often serve as focal sites for these interactions, as well as important nesting sites for females.
Both mating behavior and burrow-use exhibit strong seasonality, with peak burrow visitations and mating
attempts occurring in the later summer to fall months (Rostal, 2014; Sah et al., 2016).
The ability to communicate beyond sight-distance through chemical secretions and olfaction
suggests that tortoises can pre-emptively make decisions about whether to interact with conspecifics or
use occupied habitat without physically approaching another individual (Alberts et al., 1994; Bulova,
1997). Movement through and use of habitat may therefore reflect social preferences and interaction
patterns. The distribution of tortoise home-ranges and pattern of burrow-use indeed suggest social
biases; females appear to avoid other females, while males share space and burrows equally with both
sexes (Bulova, 1994; Harless et al., 2009; Guyer et al., 2014). These behavioral motifs suggest a number
of factors influence whether and how long/often tortoise pairs interact, which may be useful to infer social
patterns and consequently variation in transmission rates in tortoise populations.
We used proximity loggers to detect when tortoises came in direct contact in order to describe
weighted contact networks for multiple wild and semi-captive populations. We simultaneously observed
all tortoises at regular intervals to estimate metrics describing space and burrow use overlap between
tortoise dyads. Using these data, our analyses focused on determining: 1) if seasonal or sex-biased
behaviors influenced contact probability, frequency, or duration, and 2) how well alternative dyadic
metrics based on space and burrow-use predicted contacts and any seasonal or sex-biased contact
patterns. We then examine the results relative to transmission of an important tortoise pathogen,
Mycoplasma agassizii, and consider how contact biases may shape transmission patterns within tortoise
populations.
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METHODS
Study sites and tortoise monitoring protocol
Wild populations
In April 2012 we established four sites on and around the US Army Fort Irwin National Training Center
(NTC), San Bernardino County, CA, USA (C1, C2, R1 and R2 described in Emblidge et al., 2015). Our
initial study populations consisted of wild adult tortoises (carapace length >190 mm) located and marked
during surveys conducted for prior research. Throughout 2012, we incorporated additional adult tortoises
encountered opportunistically or during intensive searches within the study area (Table 3.1). Although
these samples do not include all individuals in the population, our analyses focused on relationships
between dyadic attributes and contact characteristics, which can be less sensitive to missing network
data than individual-based or higher-order network measures (Smith & Moody, 2013; Smith et al., 2017).
All tortoises were equipped with radio transmitters (model RI-2B, 15 g, Holohil Systems Ltd.)
attached to the carapace using epoxy putty and were located at least monthly, with an approximate
weekly tracking schedule from July – October. At each location, we documented each tortoise’s
geographic position, tortoise behavior (including interactions with other study or non-study tortoises), and
microhabitat selection (e.g., use of landscape features, vegetation, or burrows for shelter). If tortoises
were located within or near a burrow or natural shelter, a non-reflective metal tag with a unique number
was affixed to a rock next to the shelter site and the number recorded on initial and subsequent
encounters.
Beginning May 2012, we attached proximity loggers (Sirtrack Ltd., New Zealand) to the anterior
carapace of study animals of appropriate size (combined mass of transmitter and proximity logger < 5%
total body mass) in the same manner as radio transmitters. Loggers were set to record an interaction
when two tortoises were within approximately 10 cm of each other (settings based on trial tests with
model and live tortoises). We selected a 10 cm distance to capture interactions where physical contact or
behavioral interaction was most likely, thus reducing the likelihood of mischaracterizing coincidental colocations as physical interactions. Each logger recorded a start time when another logger was detected
and an end time when tortoises were >10 cm apart for longer than 1 min. Observers manually
downloaded data stored on loggers monthly and removed loggers in late October 2012.
Captive populations
Under natural conditions, habitat features and the distribution of resources may greatly contribute to the
spatial and social patterns of tortoises. In data collected from wild study animals, we would not be able to
determine if spatial and/or contact biases were ultimately due to surrounding conspecifics or
environmental heterogeneity. In order to document social patterns in a controlled setting, we conducted a
supplemental study using fenced-in tortoise habitat on the Nevada National Security Site (NNSS), Nye
County, NV. The site consisted of three 9-hectare pens situated in a Northern Mojave Desert mixed shrub
community (described in Medica et al., 2012). Habitat characteristics (vegetation, soil, topography) within
each pen mirrored the surrounding habitat, but included minimal environmental heterogeneity. Each pen
encompassed area equivalent to multiple, albeit small, tortoise annual homeranges: mean homeranges
reported for adult G. agassizii (monitored 1 year or less) range from 0.91 – 26.6 ha (Berish & Medica,
2014).
In spring 2013, we relocated adult captive desert tortoises from a Las Vegas, NV facility (Desert
Tortoise Conservation Center, Clark County, NV) to the NNSS enclosures: 8 males and 4 females to pen
1, and 5 males and 4 females each to pens 2 & 3. Tortoise densities were 1.33 (pen 1) and 1 (pens 2 & 3)
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tortoise per hectare. Modern estimates of tortoise densities reach maximums (including error) of 0.652
tortoises per hectare (USFWS 2011), so these captive densities would be considered much higher than
present wild tortoise densities. Though we expected this high density situation to inflate overall contact
rates compared to wild tortoises, we sought to create a situation where all individuals within a pen could
easily encounter one another and, in the absence of social preference, should lead to near-random
contact patterns. However, if basic behavioral drivers such as intrasexual competition and mating
behavior are retained in captivity, we would expect to see consistent effects of dyad sex on contact
patterns in both wild and captive populations.
Due to the limited natural forage and high density of the pens, we continued to provide each
tortoise food and water on a schedule similar to their facility of origin throughout the study, though natural
foraging was regularly observed. Supplemental food and water were placed directly in front of each
animal when located on feeding/watering days. Food was often immediately consumed, little food
remained after feeding, and what did remain quickly became desiccated and windblown. Water dishes
were removed same-day and so were not available outside of observer visits.
We attached radio transmitters to all tortoises as previously described to assist in locating all individuals
twice weekly during the active season (more often than wild populations to accommodate feeding
schedules). We collected data in the same manner as wild populations at each captive tortoise
observation (e.g., geographic location, behavior, microhabitat use).
In April 2015, after allowing two years for tortoises to resume normal movement patterns
(Nussear et al., 2012) and dig sufficient natural burrows, we attached proximity loggers (Encounternet
LLC. Portland, OR, USA) to the anterior carapace of all tortoises. We conducted tests with model and live
tortoises prior to the study that suggested these loggers detected other devices up to 20 cm (unpublished
data), but otherwise recorded contact data as described for Sirtrack Ltd. loggers used in wild populations.
We validated logger performance on tortoise models prior to attachment, as well as throughout the study,
by comparing data downloaded biweekly to directly observed interactions recorded during site visits. Any
loggers with suspected malfunctions were replaced and various malfunctions (e.g., suspect or unusable
data recorded, missing or irretrievable data, failure to log observed contacts) were documented and used
to process data as described below. Loggers were removed from all tortoises at the end of October 2015.
All capture, handling, and captive-care protocols were conducted in accordance with Federal
(TE030659) and State permits (NV: 317351, CA: SC-011076) and were approved by the Penn State
University IACUC committee (#38532 & #46114).
Contact data processing
We processed proximity logger data using several steps in preparation for analyses, first excluding data
that was considered unreliable or unrelated to study goals. Multiple studies have noted that logger data
reliability can be improved by filtering out 1s contacts, which can be logged often perhaps in error or at
the edge of logger detection distances (Hamede et al., 2009; Drewe et al., 2012). We removed such
contacts from data collected by both logger types (Sirtrack Ltd. and Encounternet LLC.); Encounternet
loggers recorded similar, potentially erroneous events as 0s encounters. Occasional Encounternet logger
downloads produced illogical data files that were excluded from the processed data. We also removed
contacts recorded outside of logger attachment periods or during observer visits to captive sites to reduce
observer and feeding influence on results.
We next took steps to combine data collected from each tag and to amalgamate broken contact
events to better reflect the nature of dyad interactions. Due to the body position of each dyad member,
certain close contacts may be missed by one logger, but recorded by the other and extended interactions
can be recorded as broken, smaller contacts as animals change body position during interactions (Drewe
et al., 2012; Bettaney et al., 2015). To account for these inconsistencies, we combined data from both
proximity loggers to a single data stream. We combined overlapping contact intervals from each tag and
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considered interaction start times within 60 s of the last end time to be a continuous interaction (Hamede
et al., 2009; Drewe et al., 2012).
We then aggregated contact data occurring within two time periods that coincide with seasonal
and behavioral changes in tortoises, but also allowed enough contacts to accumulate so that meaningful
analyses were possible. Season 1 (March 1 – June 30) often begins with peak foraging opportunities,
includes female nesting and ends as summer temperatures drive extensive periods of burrow-use (Esque
at al. 2014; Rostal, 2014; Spotila et al., 2014). Season 2 (July 1 – October 31) often begins with patchy,
monsoonal rains, includes peak mating activity as temperatures decrease, and ends with reduction of
surface activity in preparation for winter dormancy (Rostal, 2014; Spotila et al., 2014). For each dyad and
season, we calculated binary contact, contact duration, and contact frequency. Binary contact (0,1)
designated whether loggers recorded any contact between the pair. For interacting dyads, we summed
the total minutes spent in contact (contact duration) and the number of days with a contact (contact
frequency). Since many loggers were not attached until late June – early July at field sites, only season 2
data were used in analyses of wild tortoises.
Due to variation in the timing of animals entering and exiting (i.e., mortality) the study, attachment
of proximity loggers, and periods of missing data and logger failures described above, we calculated the
active logger time for each unique pair and season. This value reflected the total possible time each dyad
could have been logged as interacting during the study, and accounted for the unequal contact sampling
across dyads in our analyses.
Dyadic characteristics
Sex
When tortoises used in the study were handled for initial processing and any subsequent logger
attachment/removal, we determined tortoise sex based on dimorphic characteristics of the gular, plastron,
and tail (Woodbury & Hardy, 1948). After contact data processing, we labeled each unique dyad with the
sex combination of each dyad member: female-female (FF), male-female (MF), or male-male (MM).
Spatial overlap
Using tortoise locations within each season, we characterized individual space-use by estimating kernel
utilization distributions using the Brownian-bridge method - which accounts for the timing of locations - in
the adehabitatHR package (Calenge, 2006) for program R (3.3.0) (R Development Core Team 2017).
Spatial kernels are a bivariate normal probability density describing the likelihood an individual is located
at any point across a given area. To estimate the extent of space-use similarity for each dyad, we
calculated the % volume of overlap between dyad member kernels (spatial overlap), which ranges from 0
(two individuals with no expected space-use overlap) to 100% (two individuals with identical expected
spatial distribution; Fieberg & Kochanny, 2005). All individuals had at least 10 locations within a season at
all sites, which resulted in a coarse estimate of space-use but reflects the common monitoring protocols
for G. agassizii.
Burrow overlap
When each tortoise was located within a burrow or within 1ft of a burrow entrance, we recorded the
burrow tag ID and location. We used all burrow locations to create an index of burrow overlap. As
burrows are often the sites of tortoise interactions, the use of similar burrows by dyad members may be a
useful indicator that the pair interacted at some point in time. For each dyad and season, we first
identified the set of common burrows used either synchronously or asynchronously by both dyad
members. We then calculated burrow overlap as the total number of observations of either dyad member
at common burrows divided by the total number of observations of either dyad member at any burrow (to
account for uneven burrow observations across individuals) multiplied by 100%. Burrow overlap ranged
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from 0 to 100% with 100% overlap indicating that dyad members were observed using only common
burrows.
Data analysis
Contact models
Both datasets (wild or captive) contained three response variables of interest: binary contact, contact
duration and contact frequency, with the latter two analyzed only for interacting dyads. These variables
represent different components of interaction and each component may be influenced by different factors.
For instance, spatial overlap may largely affect the likelihood of dyads interacting at least once (binary
contact), but social preferences may lead some dyads to contact more frequently than others regardless
of spatial overlap. We therefore analyzed all three response variables separately with the following goals:
1) to determine which of the dyadic or seasonal variables described below are associated with higher
probability, duration, or frequency of contact and 2) which variable or combination of variables most
accurately predict each of the observed contact responses.
To relate potential predictors to each response variable, we fit Bayesian generalized linear mixed
models (GLMM) to each dataset (similar to methods used in: Cross et al., 2012; Rushmore et al., 2013).
The predictor variables of interest included: sex, season (captive data only), spatial overlap, and burrow
overlap. We included site or pen as potential predictors to test for contact differences among study
locations that may have resulted from unmeasured variables. In addition to all single variable models, we
combined the variables sex and season with spatial overlap and burrow overlap to determine if
considering multiple effects on contact responses improved our ability to predict observed contact
patterns.
We ran all models and assessed model output using the brms package for program R, which
interfaces with the program Stan to estimate posterior distributions of model parameters (Buerkner, 2017;
R Development Core Team 2014; Stan Development Team 2017). Because dyadic data violate the
assumption of independence, i.e., individuals appear in multiple dyads, all models included random
intercepts for the ID of each dyad member (the multiple membership function of brms takes into account
that tortoise IDs can be located in either of two columns specifying the ID of each dyad member). Contact
data from captive populations repeated dyads across seasons and so we also included a random effect
for dyad ID in all models of captive data. All continuous predictor variables were centered and scaled by
subtracting the mean and dividing by 2 times the standard deviation as suggested by Gelman (2008). All
count models (models predicting contact duration or contact frequency) included an offset variable to
account for unequal total possible interaction time across dyads due to logger attachment schedules and
logger failures & replacements (active logger time).
For each model, we ran three Markov chains, each with 1000 warm-up iterations and 20000 post
warm-up iterations with thinning rate of 10 for a total of 6000 post warm-up iterations. For binary models,
we used weakly informative priors suggested by Gelman et al. (2008) and for count models, we used
diffuse normal (coefficients) or student-t priors (intercepts) centered on zero. We assessed model
convergence with visual inspection of chains and the Gelman-Rubin-Brooks statistic (R̂): chains were
assumed to converge on similar parameters if all R̂<1.1 (Gelman et al., 2013).
We modeled binary contact as a bernoulli-distributed response variable and used WAIC (widely
applicable information criterion; Vehtari et al., 2016) to choose among four response distributions for
contact duration and contact frequency: lognormal, Poisson, geometric, or negative binomial. Geometric,
Poisson and negative binomial response distributions were zero-truncated to only allow non-zero values.
The distribution that resulted in the lowest WAIC was used in subsequent models. We then fit all
candidate models to each dataset and considered variables to have a significant effect on the response if
coefficient 95% credible intervals did not overlap zero. We conducted additional coefficient comparisons
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by calculating the 95% credible intervals for the difference between coefficients estimated by the posterior
distribution (Bürkner, 2017).
We visually compared model predictions of response variables to observed data using 500 draws
from the posterior predictive distribution and used WAIC to compare predictive performance between
models (Gelman et al., 2013). All candidate models were compared to an intercept only model to estimate
how much a variable improved the expected log pointwise predicted density (delta elpd ± SE; Vehtari et
al., 2016). We also calculated delta elpd between combined and single variable models to determine if
inclusion of addition variables substantially improved model performance. We assessed all model fits and
predictive accuracy without considering the estimated random effects; individual and pair-wise variation
would be unknown in most situations and this approach focuses on the ability of the estimated fixed
effects alone to accurately predict contact parameters.
Using contact models to estimate transmission risk
In many host-pathogen systems, natural variation in social behavior can underlie patterns of pathogen
transmission and infection prevalence (VanderWaal et al., 2014a; Hirsch et al., 2016). In G. agassizii, the
bacterial pathogen Mycoplasma agassizii has been implicated in population declines, yet much of the
epidemiology of the disease remains unclear (USFWS 2011). Infection with M. agassizii causes a chronic
upper respiratory tract disease that is highly variable in severity and prevalence across the tortoise’s
range (Weitzman et al., 2017). Estimating how tortoise social behavior might affect patterns of M.
agassizii infection and transmission could generate hypotheses regarding the disease dynamics of this
system to be tested against available or future data.
In a previous study (Aiello et al., 2016), M. agassizii naïve and infected tortoises were allowed to
interact in a controlled setting to facilitate transmission events. The infection status of naïve hosts postexposure was then fit to various transmission models; estimating transmission probability as a function of
interaction time with an infected host (either number of days cohabitating, or hours of direct contact) fit
observed transmission events better than assuming all exposed hosts had an equal probability of
becoming infected. We applied the Aiello et al. (2016) transmission model to investigate how contact
variation among tortoises in this study may affect the efficiency of M. agassizii transmission within our
study populations.
We selected a representative contact frequency model based on WAIC and elpd comparisons to
predict the expected dyadic contact rate across the range of predictor conditions (results presented are
median predictions and 95% credible intervals). We then used the contact frequency predicted by our
selected model to estimate the probability of transmission between dyads assuming: P(successful
transmission) = 1 – exp [-exp(-3.314894 + log(contact frequency))] (Aiello et al., 2016). We plotted the
resulting probability distributions relative to the predictor variables to visualize the changes in
transmission risk expected as a result of behavioral biases in contact.

RESULTS
Space-use, burrow-use, and contact patterns
In wild populations, 30% of dyads had some degree of spatial overlap (Table 3.2). We centered and
scaled spatial overlap prior to use in models using mean 5.36 and SD 13.46, but the distribution was
positively skewed with zero-inflation. Non-zero spatial overlap ranged from 1 – 78% with median 9%
(Figure S1a). Only 4.3% of wild dyads were observed using a common burrow during the study (Table
3.2). We centered and scaled burrow overlap using mean 1.5 and SD 7.69, but the distribution was
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positively skewed with zero-inflation. Non-zero burrow overlap ranged from 11.8 – 70.6% with median
31.25% (Figure S1b). Loggers recorded interactions among 9.0% of wild dyads (Table 3.2). Contact
durations ranged from 1-11063 min (0.00056 – 7.0% of available time) with median of 92 min (0.071%
active logger time) and best fit a lognormal distribution (Figure 3.1a). Contact frequencies ranged from 127 days (0.82 – 40% active logger days) with median of 4 days (4.4% active logger days) and best fit a
Poisson distribution (Figure 3.1b).
All captive dyads had some amount of spatial overlap (Table 3.2), which we centered and scaled
prior to use in models using a mean of 39.1 and SD of 20.2. Spatial overlap ranged from 6 – 81% with
median 30% and from 6 – 88% with median 42% in seasons 1 and 2 respectively (Figure S1a). We
observed 9.4% of captive dyads use a common burrow in season 1 and 32.3% in season 2 (Table 3.2).
Non-zero burrow overlap ranged from 10 – 44.4% with median 27.3% and from 10.5 – 75% with median
32.3% in seasons 1 and 2 respectively (Figure S1b). We centered and scaled burrow overlap prior to use
in models using a mean of 6.8 and SD of 15.8. Loggers recorded interactions among 50% of captive
dyads in season 1 and between 78.5% of dyads in season 2 (Table 3.2). Contact durations best fit a
lognormal distribution and ranged from 1-1798 min (0.0009 – 2.9% active logger time) with median of 28
min (0.024% active logger time) in season 1 and from 3-6848 min (0.0018 – 4.1% active logger time) with
median of 230 min (0.14% active logger time) in season 2 (Figure 3.1a). Contact frequencies best fit a
geometric distribution and ranged from 1-11 days (1.07 – 25.6% active logger days) with median of 2
days (2.6% active logger days) in season 1 and from 1-29 days (0.83 – 27.6% available logger days) with
median of 6.5 days (6.0% available logger days) in season 2 (Figure 3.1b). Summary data per site and
per pen can be found in supplementary materials (Table S1; Table S2).
Contact model results
Sex and season influence contact patterns
In both wild and captive populations contacts between MF and MM dyads were significantly more likely
than FF pairs (Table 3.3; Figure 3.2). In wild populations, interacting MF dyads contacted for longer
durations and with greater frequency than either FF or MM dyads (Table 3.3, Figure 3.1; MF-MM 95% CI
for contact duration: 0.59 – Inf., and frequency: 0.33 – Inf.). In captivity, MF dyads contacted for longer
durations than either FF or MM dyads (MF-MM 95% CI: 0.58 – Inf.), and MF and MM dyads contacted
more frequently than FF dyads (Table 3.3; Figure 3.1). In captivity, dyads were more likely to contact at
least once, have longer contact durations, and contact with greater frequency in season 2 compared to
season 1 (Table 3.3, Figure 3.1 & 3.2b).
Spatial overlap effectively predicts binary contacts
Models using spatial overlap to predict binary contacts resulted in the lowest WAICs compared to other
variables and the greatest predictive improvements compared to an intercept only model in both wild and
captive populations (Figures 3.2 – 3.4; Table S3 & S4) Inclusion of sex and/or season to spatial and
burrow overlap models showed limited improvements in WAICs and expected predictive performance
(Figure 3.3 & 3.4). The spatial overlap model achieved the greatest prediction accuracy by assigning
contacts to wild dyads with ≥ 7.6% spatial overlap, which resulted in prediction sensitivity of 0.951 and
specificity of 0.918. Model predictions of FF and MF contact patterns tended to match observed contacts
better than MM predictions, which often underestimated the proportion of MM dyads with contact (Figure
3.2a). In captive populations, the model performed best with a spatial overlap threshold of 35.5% which
resulted in prediction sensitivity, specificity of 0.68, 0.86, and 0.75, 0.89 in seasons 1 & 2 respectively.
Model predictions tended to over-estimate contact probability in season 1 and under-estimate contact
probability in season 2 (Figure 3.2b).
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Multiple factors influence contact duration & frequency
Among single variable models predicting contact durations, sex resulted in the lowest WAIC for wild
dyads, though all fitted models produced similar WAIC values when considering estimated error (Table
S3). Site, burrow overlap and sex-based models included significant coefficients (Table 3.2) but produced
very small and highly variable improvements in predictive performance compared to an intercept only
model (Figure 3.3). Combining burrow overlap and sex resulted in the lowest WAIC for all considered
models, but improvements to prediction were negligible (Figure 3.3). Spatial overlap did not have a
significant effect on contact duration (Table 3.2) and did not improve prediction (Figure 3.3).
Among models predicting wild dyad contact frequencies, burrow overlap lead to the lowest WAIC
and greatest predictive improvements compared to an intercept only model (Table S3; Figure 3.3). Sex,
spatial overlap and burrow overlap models included significant coefficients (Table 3.2), but models
combining sex with overlap variables showed no evidence of substantial predictive improvements (Figure
3.3).
For captive dyads, the variables sex, season, spatial overlap, and burrow overlap were
significantly associated with contact duration (Table 3.2). Among single variable models, burrow overlap
produced the greatest predictive improvements compared to an intercept only model (Table S4; Figure
3.4). However, the model combining spatial overlap with sex and season resulted in the lowest WAIC of
all considered models. The inclusion of sex and seasonal effects substantially improved the predictive
performance of the spatial overlap univariate model (delta elpd ± SE: 21.3 ± 8.0).
All single variable models fit to captive contact frequencies included significant coefficients, with
the exception of pen (Table 3.2). Including the variables spatial overlap, burrow overlap, or season led to
similar improvements to model prediction when compared to an intercept only model (Figure 3.4).
Predictive performance further improved when sex and seasonal effects were added to the spatial
overlap model (delta elpd: 20.5 ± 5.8 SE), which resulted in the lowest WAIC of all considered models
(Table S4; Figure 3.4). The estimated intercept and coefficient values for all top-performing models fit to
wild and captive contact data are shown in Table 3.4.
Behavioral effects on transmission risk
Models selected to predict contact frequency and estimate transmission probability are described in Table
3.4. The pattern observed in predicted dyadic transmission probabilities mirror the behavioral effects that
resulted in higher contact rates between dyads. The pathogen M. agassizii was estimated to transmit
more efficiently as dyads overlapped more in burrow use and to transmit more easily between MM and
MF dyads than FF dyads (Figure 3.5 & 3.6). Transmission risk was predicted to be higher in season 2
compared to season 1, driven primarily by a higher rate of contact between MM and MF dyads (Figure
3.6).

DISCUSSION
Social or physical contacts between wildlife can be difficult to observe directly, but form the foundation of
pathogen transmission dynamics in host populations. Certain social patterns can result in heterogeneous
contacts across a population or over time, which may result in more efficient transmission between certain
host pairs or at certain times of the year. We found evidence of this in G. agassizii: the influence of sex
and seasonal change on behavior resulted in contact biases that have implications for who is most likely
to transmit pathogens to whom and when. These social biases affect more than just contact behavior –
they influence movement, habitat selection and resource use (Bulova, 1994; Harless et al., 2009; Guyer
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et al., 2014). Because these processes share common drivers, information regarding one behavior may
be leveraged to infer patterns of another when certain parameters cannot be measured directly. Our
formal assessment of the relationship between contact patterns, space use, and burrow use highlights
how behavioral metrics can correlate in ways that allow inference, but may not always fully capture social
preferences. The methods used to infer contacts should therefore be selected with social biases in mind
and used cautiously when social patterns are unknown, especially if the resulting network will be used to
model processes affected by contact variability.
Study limitations
Many internal and external factors shape animal behavior and those influences may or may not be
consistent over varying timeframes and contexts. Ideally, we would monitor contact behavior over multiple
years in wild populations to ensure the reliability of these results. In light of limited field data, we
supplemented our study with data from captive populations. Though captivity can affect many natural
processes, we strove to create a semi-natural, captive environment that allowed normal social behaviors
to prevail while resources were held constant across individuals and seasons. Despite numerous
differences between captive and wild environments, we documented consistent sex-biases in tortoise
contact behavior (Table 3.3), and the documented patterns mirror prior observations and knowledge of
tortoise biology and behavior (discussed below).
Previous studies of captive tortoises have documented behaviors comparable to wild tortoises,
suggesting that many aspects of natural tortoise behavior can be retained in a captive setting (Ruby &
Niblick, 1994; Nafus et al., 2015; Nafus et al., 2017). Though we were unable to document and test for
contact differences across seasons in wild populations, we expect the shift in contact behavior observed
in captivity between seasons will be characteristic of wild animals as well. We do point out, however, that
logistical constraints prevented consistent collection of contact data within and across seasons, with the
largest data gap occurring from March-April. Though our models accounted for unequal data sampling, a
high rate of unlogged contact in early spring could negate our estimated seasonal effect. Our direct
observations of tortoise behavior throughout the study suggest, however, that interaction rates during
March were consistent with the subsequent season 1 months, and that wild populations likely exhibit
similar seasonal contact patterns. We discuss the implications of the seasonal effect documented, but
encourage further evaluation of this pattern in wild tortoise populations.
Tortoise contact drivers imply skewed transmission
The contact patterns documented in this study correspond to tortoise mating strategy and the timing of
physiological signals associated with mate-seeking (Rostal, 2014). Our results also support prior
evidence that female tortoises avoid direct contact with other females, likely a consequence of
competitive exclusion for nesting sites (Guyer et al., 2014). These interaction preferences can affect the
transmission opportunities of parasites; the pathogen often considered the greatest threat to tortoise
populations, Mycoplasma agassizii, transmits more efficiently as interaction increases between hosts
(Aiello et al., 2016). We would thus expect transmission rate to vary between sexes and seasons, which
may have implications for population-level infection patterns and management decisions.
The bias toward male-female contacts compared to other interactions and generally low
transmission efficiency of M. agassizii suggests that this directly transmitted pathogen may exhibit
spreading patterns similar to sexually-transmitted diseases, i.e., frequency dependent transmission (May
& Anderson, 1979). In these disease systems, transmission rates generally do not increase with host
density because sexual contact rates remain relatively constant. Another solitary species, the brushtail
possum, similarly exhibits infrequent, mating-driven interactions and has been documented to contact at
rates that do not scale linearly with density (Ji et al., 2005). Given the scarcity of resources and energetic
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costs of mate-seeking, we expect a similar, non-linear contact rate-density relationship in desert tortoises
(Lane et al., 2009; Esque et al., 2014). In a species similarly affected by M. agassizii infection, Gopherus
polyphemus, Ozgul et al. (2009) estimated that force of infection (in this case, rate of seronegative
tortoises converting to seropositive) indeed increased not with population density, but with population
seroprevalence. If infection prevalence does play a role in determining transmission rates in G. agassizii,
then our results suggest that the addition of infected males to a population may contribute more to
transmission than infected females, due to male tendency to interact frequently with both sexes.
Predictive performance of space and burrow-use metrics
For a cryptic and declining species like G. agassizii, researchers may be limited in their capacity to collect
large-scale or detailed contact data to formally assess the role of connectivity in biological processes
(USFWS 2011). Routine monitoring of managed populations may nevertheless provide coarse but
abundant information useful to approximate contact and predict transmission patterns. We show that an
estimate of space-use overlap between tortoises - an easily obtained metric from common radio-telemetry
based monitoring - can be useful to infer which pairs will come into contact. In order to predict the extent
of contact between tortoises, however, we might also consider the influence of sex, season and burrow
use patterns; depending on the resolution of spatial data available, space-use patterns may not fully
reflect social and seasonal biases in tortoise contact behavior.
Numerous situations can create disconnect between space-use and contact patterns; studies of
species with diverse ecologies including the chacma baboon Papio ursinus (Castles et al., 2014),
reticulated giraffe Giraffa camelopardalis (VanderWaal et al., 2014), and sleepy lizard Tiliqua rugosa (Leu
et al., 2010) show heterogeneous social behavior even among proximal individuals. In many species,
mating behavior and opposite-sex attraction can lead to interactions between males and females that
may not greatly overlap in overall space-use (Minta, 1992; Schwagmeyer, 1988; Duraes et al., 2007).
Gopherus species exhibit mating behavior typical of scramble competition polygyny, which leads males to
travel beyond their core area of use for mating opportunities (Berish & Medica, 2014). As a consequence,
we documented long-lasting interactions between male and female tortoises that did not greatly overlap in
space-use. Movement data with finer temporal resolution may be needed to document fleeting interaction
events in this and other polygynous species. In captive populations, we estimated pairwise spatial overlap
using more frequent tortoise observations than in wild populations and saw improved prediction of contact
frequency and duration using spatial overlap. We recommend researchers take into account the regularity
of social ties when selecting the spatial data resolution necessary to infer contact behavior.
Sex-biased contact behavior can also lead to avoidance of conspecifics, which may not be fully
apparent in space-use patterns. For example, unrelated female orangutans avoid direct interaction with
other females when using patchy food resources, which leads to high home range overlap but low rates
of physical contact (Knott et al., 2008). Under such circumstances, shared use of important refuges or
core home-ranges may instead be more useful to understand contact and transmission dynamics – a
strategy that has been applied to species including bats (Fortuna et al., 2009), skinks (Godfrey et al.,
2009), and brushtail possums (Corner et al., 2003). Our data show that burrow-use patterns can reflect
social behavior in tortoises and may predict the frequency of interactions between pairs with greater
accuracy than spatial overlap in some situations (Figure 3.3). Tortoises rely heavily on burrows, which act
as focal sites for many interactions, as nesting sites for competing females, and their synchronous use
results in extended direct contact that may be important for parasite transmission. Thus, the frequent use
or avoidance of common burrows may act as a useful indicator of pairwise contact rates.
Season-dependent behavior can also alter the utility of space-use metrics on contact inference. In
spring, G. agassizii primarily forage until annual plants senesce in early summer and females begin
nesting (Esque et al., 2014). Despite using similar, limited space, we documented fewer interactions
during this season compared to the late summer and early fall when increasing testosterone levels
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stimulate aggressive interactions and mating behavior (Rostal et al., 2014). Significant seasonal change
in contact behavior can result in vastly different network characteristics that influence transmission
(Bansal et al., 2010; Vazquez, 2013), and spatially inferred networks may miss these important drivers.
For example, the timing of peak rabies infections in raccoon populations coincides with seasonal changes
in contact duration and possibly transmission efficiency as a consequence (Hirsch et al., 2016). However,
raccoon space-use does not appear to seasonally shift in the same manner as social behavior (Robert et
al., 2012). Without accounting for season-dependent correlations, i.e., if we assume that space-use
correlates consistently with contact rate regardless of season, the resulting spatial network would likely
fail to capture seasonal shifts in rabies transmission rates.
Management considerations
The patterns we observed here on G. agassizii contact bias, space and burrow-use relationships to
contact parameters, and in previous work relating contact to transmission (Aiello et al., 2016) provide
useful information to managers seeking to minimize disease risk in light of limited data. For instance,
numerous desert tortoise translocations occur across their range in response to development or
management decisions, and collaborative efforts aim to minimize risks from known diseases throughout
the process (Rideout et al. 2015). Based on our findings, we might expect augmentation translocations of
desert tortoises to be less disruptive in regard to transmission if carried out in the spring - when social
interactions seem to be low priority - compared to the fall. Though management translocations can
increase local densities and create vastly more opportunities for contact (Aiello et al. 2014), the social
drivers we observed here indicate that translocation may not impact direct contact as significantly as
spatial patterns suggest if conducted outside of peak mating season. Following release, many
translocated tortoises will disperse widely (Nussear et al., 2012), which should reduce dense spatial
overlap before fall mating begins (Aiello et al. 2014). During this dispersal period, translocated tortoises
may also avoid using burrows commonly used by resident tortoises (Sah et al., 2016) – based on our
estimated relationship between burrow-use overlap and contact rate, we would thus expect lower contact
rates between translocated and resident tortoises until released tortoises settle into normal patterns of
burrow use. Translocations are increasingly designed and carried out with specific research questions in
mind, so we encourage further studies examining how seasonal and sex-related social behavior may
interact with a population disturbance like translocation to influence contact network dynamics.
Social networks provide a useful framework for understanding how individual behavior can shape
larger-scale processes such as animal distributions, gene flow, and disease transmission (Croft et al.,
2016). A comprehensive understanding of the social and environmental drivers of animal behavior can
therefore improve our knowledge of species ecology and guide a variety of conservation and
management decisions (Berger-Tal et al., 2011; Hinderle et al. 2015; Nafus et al., 2017). We hope this
analysis and discussion using data common to tortoise monitoring projects stimulates widespread
assessment of tortoise population connectivity, social behavior, and environmental influences on network
structure. Such information, particularly when paired with other important demographic data, could prove
valuable in identifying or mitigating for factors such as infectious diseases that contribute to variation in
population health and persistence.
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FIGURES

Figure 3.1 Violin plots showing the distribution of a) contact durations and b) contact frequencies
recorded by proximity loggers of interacting tortoise dyads. Contact data are scaled by the total time each
pair could have been recorded by loggers. Dyads in wild populations were monitored only in season 2
(Jul-Oct), while captive dyads were monitored in both season 1 (Mar-Jun) and season 2. The shade of
each violin plot designates the sex of dyad members: light grey for MM, grey for MF and dark grey for FF
dyads.
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of the proportion of tortoise dyads with a proximity logger-recorded contact (± SE)
and model-predicted proportions using data collected from a) wild or b) captive populations. Models
estimated dyad contact probability using either the amount of spatial overlap (dark grey) or burrow
overlap (light grey) between dyad members. Violin plots show the distribution of 500 predictions drawn
from the posterior of Bayesian GLMMs with points and lines within violins designating the distribution
median with 50% and 95% highest posterior density intervals. Abbreviations FF, MF and MM designate
the sex of dyad members and seasons included data recorded from Mar-Jun (season 1) and Jul-Oct
(season 2).
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Figure 3.3 Estimated predictive improvement (delta elpd ± SE) of single or multiple variable models
compared to an intercept only model for three response variables: binary contact, contact duration, and
contact frequency. The grey vertical line designates a delta elpd value of 0, which indicates the addition of
variables shown in the y axis resulted in no predictive improvements. Positive delta elpd values indicate
improved prediction of observed data. Models were fit to data collected from wild tortoise dyads using
proximity loggers and observation to estimate contact parameters and amount of space-use and burrowuse overlap (sp.overlap and bur.overlap respectively). Sex of each dyad member (FF, MF or MM) and site
(C1, C2, R1, or R2) were also among considered predictors. Models included random effects described in
the methods that were not considered when estimating predictive performance.
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Figure 3.4 Estimated predictive improvement (delta elpd ± SE) of single or multiple variable models
compared to an intercept only model for three response variables: binary contact, contact duration, and
contact frequency. The grey vertical line designates a delta elpd value of 0, which indicates the addition of
variables shown in the y axis resulted in no predictive improvements. Positive delta elpd values indicate
improved prediction of observed data. Models were fit to data collected from captive tortoise dyads using
proximity loggers and observations to estimate contact parameters and amount of space-use and burrowuse overlap (sp.overlap and bur.overlap respectively). Sex of each dyad member (FF, MF or MM), pen (1,
2, 3) and season (1: Mar-Jun, 2: Jul-Oct) were also among considered predictors. Models included
random effects described in the methods that were not considered when estimating predictive
performance.
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Figure 3.5 Observed (points) and predicted (line and blue shaded region) contact frequencies between
interacting wild tortoise dyads relative to the amount of burrow overlap between dyad members.
Prediction line shows the median and blue shaded region shows the 95% credible interval of 500
predictions drawn from the posterior distribution of a Bayesian GLMM fit to wild dyad data described in
Table 3.4. Inset plot shows the estimated transmission probabilities associated with increasing burrow
overlap based on the predicted contact frequencies and transmission model described in the methods.
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Figure 3.6 Observed (points) and predicted (lines and shaded regions) contact frequencies between
interacting captive tortoise dyads relative to the amount of spatial overlap between dyad members (x
axis), sex of each dyad member (designated by color: blue for FF, green for MF, and orange for MM), and
season (displayed in separate panels, season 1: Mar-Jun, season 2: Jul-Oct). Prediction lines show the
median and shaded regions shows the 95% credible interval of 500 predictions drawn from the posterior
distribution of a Bayesian GLMM fit to captive dyad data described in Table 3.4. Inset plot shows the
estimated distribution of transmission probabilities associated with each sex and season based on the
predicted contact frequencies and transmission model described in the methods.
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TABLES
Table 3.1 Wild tortoise numbers and sexes monitored at four sites from Apr-Oct 2012
Site
C1
C2
R1
R2

Sex
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

Apr
13
10
4
14
7
10
6
9

May
13
10
4
14
7
10
6
9

Jun
13
10
4
14
7
10
7
9

Jul
14
10
4
14
7
10
8
9

Aug
14
10
9
14
10
10
11
9

Sep
14
10
9
14
10
10
11
9

Oct
14
10
9
14
10
10
11
9
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Table 3.2 Summary data for desert tortoises monitored from wild and captive populations including: total
number of monitored dyads (n dyads), proportion of dyads with non-zero spatial overlap (p spatial),
proportion of dyads with non-zero burrow overlap (p burrow), proportion of dyads with a logger-recorded
contact (p contact), and mean (± SE) active logger hours per dyad.

population
wild

season
2

captive

1

2

dyad sex
MM
MF
FF
MM
MF
FF
MM
MF
FF

n dyads
227
465
217
48
72
18
44
68
18

p spatial
0.36
0.30
0.24
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

p burrow
0.04
0.07
0.00
0.27
0.11
0.11
0.30
0.41
0.06

p contact
0.11
0.10
0.04
0.44
0.57
0.39
0.91
0.79
0.44

active logger hrs
mean ± SE
2307 ± 36
2159 ± 21
2151 ± 23
1756 ± 45
1746 ± 31
1780 ± 19
2610 ± 68
2636 ± 53
2784 ± 28
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Table 3.3 Coefficient estimates (β median and 95% credible intervals of Bayesian posterior distributions)
for single variable models predicting one of three response variables: binary contact, contact duration, or
contact frequency. Bold font designates coefficients with credible intervals that did not overlap zero and
were considered to have a significant effect on the response variable. Site, sex, pen, and season effects
were estimated in comparison to a reference level of each variable, which is shown in parenthesis, e.g.,
all site coefficients estimate the difference expected in the response at each site compared to site C1. All
models included random effects described in the methods.

Population
Wild

Captive

Fixed effects
Site C2 (C1)
Site R1 (C1)
Site R2 (C1)
Sex MF (FF)
Sex MM (FF)
Spatial overlap
Burrow overlap
Pen 2 (Pen 1)
Pen 3 (Pen 1)
Sex MF (FF)
Sex MM (FF)
Season 2 (season 1)
Spatial overlap
Burrow overlap

Binary contact
β
95% CI
-0.37
[-1.25, 0.43]
-0.62
[-1.52, 0.25]
-1.11
[-2.12, -0.17]
1.02
[0.29, 1.81]
1.12
[0.25, 2.03]
4.36
[3.45, 5.54]
2.76
[2.06, 3.59]
0.17
[-0.77, 1.17]
-0.22
[-1.13, 0.69]
1.19
[0.26, 2.22]
1.09
[0.09, 2.19]
2.08
[1.25, 3.05]
5.58
[3.86, 8.24]
3.99
[2.08, 6.62]

Contact duration
β
95% CI
0.85
[-0.27, 1.99]
0.3
[-0.97, 1.58]
1.91
[0.41, 3.44]
2.06
[0.62, 3.43]
0.7
[-0.86, 2.22]
0.53
[-0.18, 1.22]
0.52
[0.19, 0.84]
-0.06
[-0.91, 0.82]
0.15
[-0.69, 1.02]
1.56
[0.47, 2.64]
0.43
[-0.70, 1.60]
1.58
[1.01, 2.15]
1.72
[1.07, 2.39]
1.56
[1.08, 2.03]

Contact frequency
β
95% CI
0.41
[-0.62, 1.43]
0.56
[-0.47, 1.55]
1.04
[-0.10, 2.14]
1.48
[0.57, 2.46]
0.73
[-0.35, 1.84]
0.69
[0.37, 1.03]
0.35
[0.24, 0.47]
-0.21
[-0.73, 0.32]
0.06
[-0.45, 0.58]
1.61
[0.81, 2.43]
1.4
[0.56, 2.27]
1.22
[0.84, 1.62]
1.47
[1.06, 1.91]
0.91
[0.61, 1.24]

Captive

Population
Wild

Distribution
Bernoulli
Lognormal

Poisson
Bernoulli
Lognormal

Geometric

Response
Binary contact

Contact duration

Contact frequency

Binary contact

Contact duration

Contact frequency

β0 + β1sp.overlap
+ β2season2 +
β3sexMF +
β4sexMM
β0 + β1sp.overlap
+ β2season2 +
β3sexMF +
β4sexMM

β0 + β1sp.overlap

β0 +
β1bur.overlap

β0 + β1sexMF +
β2sexMM

Model fixed
effects
β0 + β1sp.overlap

-5.95
[-6.84, -5.04]

-9.60
[-10.56, -8.69]

1.44
[0.84, 2.30]

-3.44
[-3.79, -3.11]

-8.89
[-10.19, -7.56]

β0
-4.19
[-5.59, -3.29]

1.45
[1.03, 1.89]

1.63
[1.07, 2.20]

5.58
[3.86, 8.24]

0.35
[0.24, 0.47]

2.06
[0.62, 3.43]

β1
4.36
[3.45, 5.54]

1.09
[0.70, 1.49]

1.55
[1.05, 2.05]

--

0.70
[-0.86,
2.22]
--

β2
--

1.77
[0.90, 2.62]

1.53
[0.58, 2.47]

--

--

--

β3
--

1.59
[0.70, 2.48]

0.35
[-0.65, 1.34]

--

--

--

β4
--

intervals (shown in brackets) of model intercepts β0 and coefficients β1-4 were estimated from Bayesian posterior distributions. Bold font
designates coefficients with credible intervals that did not overlap zero and were considered to have a significant effect on the response
variable.

Table 3.4 Top-performing models based on WAIC and expected log pointwise predictive density comparisons. Medians and 95% credible
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Figure 3.S1. Distribution of non-zero values of spatial overlap (a) and burrow overlap (b) for wild and
captive dyads during study seasons (season 1: Mar–Jun, season 2: Jul-Oct). Wild populations were only
monitored in season 2. Shades of white, light grey and dark grey designate the sex combination of each
dyad member. No wild FF pairs exhibited burrow overlap during the study and only one captive FF pair
exhibited burrow overlap in season 2 (value indicated by a line).

FF

MF

dyad sex
MM
site
C1
C2
R1
R2
C1
C2
R1
R2
C1
C2
R1
R2

n
dyads
91
36
45
55
140
126
100
99
45
91
45
36

n spatial
overlap >0
32
12
18
19
48
28
33
32
12
17
15
7

n burrow
overlap >0
3
3
2
0
9
8
8
6
0
0
0
0

n
contacted
12
8
4
2
21
12
8
7
2
4
2
0
mean
2721
1796
2082
2143
2737
1822
1990
1943
2763
1989
2026
1950

SE
20.9
84.5
53.7
81.9
13.1
26.0
16.2
35.4
7.3
8.4
19.5
31.6

active logger
time (hrs)
median
1.0
3.0
1.5
3.5
5.0
4.0
7.5
9.0
1.5
2.0
1.0
NA

MAD
0.00
2.22
0.74
2.22
4.45
2.22
7.41
2.97
0.74
0.00
0.00
NA

frequency (days)

median
65.5
51.5
6.5
97.5
74.0
160.5
76.0
427.0
10.5
31.0
23.0
NA

MAD
95.6
63.0
5.9
123.8
100.8
143.8
75.6
495.2
2.2
31.9
23.7
NA

duration (min)

contacting dyads

Table 3.S1. Summary data for wild dyads based on proximity logger and observation data collected during JulOct, 2012, including: total number of monitored dyads, number of dyads with non-zero spatial overlap, number of
dyads with non-zero burrow overlap, number of dyads with a logger-recorded contact, and mean (± SE) active
logger hours per dyad. The distributions of contact frequency and duration for interacting pairs exhibited positive
skew, so we provide the median and median absolute deviation as summary statistics (MAD).
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FF

MF

dyad
sex
MM

2

1

2

1

2

season
1

pen
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

n
dyads
28
10
10
28
6
10
32
20
20
32
16
20
6
6
6
6
6
6

n spatial
overlap >0
28
10
10
28
6
10
32
20
20
32
16
20
6
6
6
6
6
6

n burrow
overlap >0
0
1
2
7
1
5
5
2
1
9
9
10
0
1
1
0
1
0

n
contacted
10
6
5
27
3
10
19
12
10
24
15
15
3
3
1
2
4
2
mean
1915
1753
1315
2709
1966
2719
1902
1767
1475
2727
2291
2768
1890
1787
1723
2811
2655
2886

SE
34.4
16.2
106.2
34.0
374.3
94.7
24.3
10.8
70.9
35.2
180.6
58.4
20.4
7.7
21.0
0.3
50.3
0.1

active logger
time (hrs)
median
1.5
1.0
2.0
6.0
5.0
6.0
3.0
2.5
2.0
8.5
7.0
10.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.5

MAD
0.7
0.0
1.5
4.4
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.2
0.7
9.6
5.9
10.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.5
0.7

frequency (days)

median
4.0
8.0
13.0
73.0
148.0
215.0
65.0
27.5
21.5
979.0
773.0
429.0
15.0
48.0
16.0
12.0
39.5
46.0

MAD
3.0
7.4
4.4
94.9
149.7
215.7
66.7
19.3
26.7
1375.1
969.6
625.7
5.9
26.7
0.0
10.4
47.4
37.1

duration (min)

contacting dyads

Table 3.S2. Summary data for captive dyads based on proximity logger and observation data collected in season 1
(Mar–Jun) and season 2 (Jul-Oct) of 2015, including: total number of monitored dyads, number of dyads with nonzero spatial overlap, number of dyads with non-zero burrow overlap, number of dyads with a logger-recorded
contact, and mean (± SE) active logger hours per dyad. The distributions of contact frequency and duration for
interacting pairs exhibited positive skew, so we provide the median and median absolute deviation as summary
statistics (MAD).
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WAIC
247.4
252.1
419.1
426.7
551.4
559.9
561.2

Fixed Effects
spatial overlap
spatial overlap + sex
burrow overlap
burrow overlap + sex
sex
site
intercept only

Population

Wild

44.7

43.8

43.1

45.9

44.7

38.6

38.3

SE

Binary contact

NA

0.7

4.9

67.3

71.0

154.6

156.9

Δelpd

NA

3.3

3.1

17.8

16.5

23.3

23.3

SE

1059.1

1057.3

1051.2

1050.2

1052.1

1052.5

1059.3

WAIC

35.7

36.5

38.1

37.7

36.1

37.8

35.8

SE

Contact duration

NA

0.9

3.9

4.4

3.5

3.3

-0.1

Δelpd

NA

2.7

3.9

4.1

3.3

3.8

2.0

SE

729.1

1072.0

680.6

599.2

581.1

667.8

700.5

WAIC

114.7

217.8

98.9

71.9

69.9

88.2

97.3

SE

NA

-171.5

24.3

64.9

74.0

30.7

14.3

Δelpd

Contact frequency

NA

55.7

22.5

34.4

35.7

31.9

28.4

SE

or contact frequency. Each model contained random intercepts for the tortoise ID of each dyad member plus fixed
effects listed here. Contact duration and contact frequency models also included an offset variable to account for the
total active logger time of each dyad. Model fits were estimated using widely applicable information criterion (WAIC)
and the difference in expected log pointwise predicted density (Δelpd) for the current model compared to an
intercept only model. Bold font indicates the model with the lowest WAIC.

Table 3.S3. Set of models fit to wild dyad data for each of three response variables: binary contact, contact duration,
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WAIC
235.4
240.3
241.9
248.8
317.4
318.6
324.1
327.3
353.8
354.7
355.5
357.4
366.6

Fixed Effects
spatial overlap
spatial overlap + season
spatial overlap + sex
spatial overlap + season + sex
burrow overlap
burrow overlap + sex
burrow overlap + season
burrow overlap + season + sex
season
sex + season
sex
intercept only
pen

Population

Captive

11.9

11.3

12.8

21.2

20.8

18.9

18.2

12.9

12.1

26.4

22.8

25.1

21.4

SE

Binary contact

-4.6

NA

0.9

1.3

1.8

15.0

16.7

19.4

20.0

54.3

57.7

58.6

61.0

Δelpd

1.2

NA

3.3

8.6

8.1

8.1

7.6

5.3

4.8

13.2

11.5

12.6

10.9

SE

2266.9

2261.3

2248.6

2224.1

2243.5

2202.1

2218.2

2215.3

2226.0

2195.3

2223.8

2217.9

2238.0

WAIC

57.6

57.6

56.8

56.9

57.2

57.3

57.7

56.6

57.2

55.0

55.3

55.9

56.2

SE

Contact duration

-2.8

NA

6.3

18.6

8.9

29.6

21.5

23.0

17.6

33.0

18.7

21.7

11.6

Δelpd

0.5

NA

3.9

8.2

5.6

9.6

7.9

6.9

5.8

8.5

6.0

7.6

5.2

SE

909.7

903.2

897.4

861.0

867.7

822.3

848.1

850.9

864.7

812.8

839.9

825.7

853.7

WAIC

30.8

30.4

35.2

35.2

32.3

31.7

33.3

32.1

31.8

32.4

31.8

31.6

30.2

SE

-3.3

NA

2.9

21.1

17.7

40.4

27.5

26.1

19.2

45.2

31.6

38.7

24.7

Δelpd

Contact frequency

1.3

NA

8.2

8.8

6.4

7.4

7.6

6.4

5.9

7.9

7.6

7.7

6.4

SE

Table 3.S4. Set of models fit to captive data for each of three response variables: binary contact, contact duration, or
contact frequency. Each model contained random effects for tortoise ID of each dyad member and dyad ID plus fixed
effects listed here. Contact duration and contact frequency models also included an offset variable to account for the
total active logger time of each dyad. Model fits were estimated using widely applicable information criterion (WAIC)
and the difference in expected log pointwise predicted density (Δelpd) for the current model compared to an intercept
only model. Bond font indicates the model with the lowest WAIC.
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CHAPTER 4
Temporal dynamics of Mycoplasma agassizii infection in captive desert tortoises (Gopherus agassizii)

ABSTRACT
The epidemiology of infectious diseases depends on many characteristics of disease progression and the
degree of heterogeneity expected in these processes between hosts. Following infection, within-host
dynamics can influence whether and to what extent pathogens impact host fitness and in turn, whether
hosts contribute to pathogen fitness via onward transmission. For many wildlife diseases, these hostpathogen interactions can be difficult to study in detail, particularly for chronic and intermittent diseases
within long-lived hosts. North American tortoises in the genus Gopherus face numerous threats, including
a pathogenic mycoplasma associated with chronic Upper Respiratory Tract Disease (URTD). Many
studies of this disease and its role in host declines produce ambiguous results that may be better
interpreted with more data describing the basic features of the infection over longer time periods. To that
end, we characterized numerous attributes of M. agassizii infection in 14 captive desert tortoises following
horizontal transmission events. We collected data relative to clinical signs of disease, infection intensity,
pathogen shedding, and antibody production for nearly 4 years after initial exposure to a donor host. All
tortoises showed evidence of infection establishment (within 10 weeks) and infection persistence at the
end of the study (202 weeks), but experienced variable timing and severity of clinical disease and
patterns of pathogen resistance and shedding. Tortoises appeared to fall into three fairly distinct response
categories associated with different infection dynamics: 1) hosts with early and often severe clinical signs,
highly successful pathogen reduction (often below detection), and cessation of clinical signs and
shedding; 2) hosts with delayed clinical signs, moderate success in pathogen reduction, and slowly
dissipating clinical signs and shedding; 3) hosts with mild or often absent clinical signs, no evidence of
pathogen reduction, and persistent shedding. Antibody production often lagged substantially after
infection, clinical signs, and shedding, with an estimated time to first detection ranging 45 – 101 weeks.
We discuss the implications these results have for the epidemiology of URTD and the study of disease
prevalence and impacts in wild populations.

INTRODUCTION
When an infectious pathogen colonizes new hosts, the dynamics of pathogen growth and host response
can shape population-level disease patterns. The infectious period has long been recognized as a key
component of epidemiological models (Anderson & May 1991) and more recently, variation in pathogen
load and shedding has been suggested as an important driver of larger scale transmission patterns and
spillover events (Barfield et al, 2015; Aiello et al, 2016; Plowright et al, 2016). Infection intensity and host
response can also affect our ability to detect infections within populations through either intensity-driven
variation in diagnostic test sensitivity (Lachish et al, 2012; Miller et al, 2012) or through variation in the
severity and frequency of visible clinical signs in the host (McClintock et al. 2010).
The kinetics of infection can be extremely variable across hosts - producing a range of mild to
severe disease and variable timing in pathogen shedding and immune system response (Grodio et al,
2012; Teunis et al, 2015). The virulence of infection experienced by a host can affect that host’s behavior
and contact patterns (Hawley et al, 2011), infectiousness (Handel & Rohani, 2015), and risk of death,
thus contributing in variable ways to ongoing transmission and population-level disease dynamics.
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Because many disease surveys are often cross-sectional, diagnostic test results and estimates of
population disease parameters may be highly dependent on where hosts lie on the timeline of the
infection process (Nilsson et al, 2008; Nielsen et al, 2011) or where they fall on the gradient of possible
responses (Lachish et al, 2012). Estimating the distribution of infection parameters in relation to time and
identifying different states of infection are therefore important first steps to model and manage infectious
diseases.
In wildlife these disease dynamics can be difficult to estimate as individuals are rarely sampled
with enough frequency, timing of infection is typically unknown, and reliable diagnostic tests may not be
available. Managers may therefore face uncertainty when deciding whether pathogens pose significant
threats to rare species and how to best mitigate those threats. The Agassiz’s desert tortoise Gopherus
agassizii is one example of a managed species impacted to some unknown degree by infectious disease
(USFWS, 2011). Identified bacterial pathogens, Mycoplasma agassizii and M. testudineum, can cause a
chronic upper respiratory tract disease (URTD) in this species (reviewed in Jacobson et al, 2014), which
can lead to mortality but more often results in long-term morbidity. Infection can cause visible clinical
signs including palpebral edema and nasal and ocular discharge, but clinically silent hosts and time
periods appear common (Brown et al, 2002; Sandmeier et al, 2017a; Weitzman et al, 2017).
Standardized health assessments and robust diagnostic tools have only recently become widespread in
this system and so many of the basic attributes of URTD infection and epidemiology have not been
thoroughly quantified (USFWS, 2013).
Without understanding pathogen and disease dynamics within individuals, the chronic and cryptic
nature of URTD (and its host) can obscure the significance of population-level health data. Prior M.
agassizii challenge studies monitored tortoises over short time periods - often less than 1 year - and
lacked quantitative methods to monitor infection loads beyond the initial doses given (Brown et al, 1994;
Brown et al, 1999). Challenge via inoculation may also misrepresent the natural patterns of infection
following contact with an infected host; the initial pathogen dose can determine the time course or
severity of disease experienced (Handel & Rohani, 2015), and the amount of pathogen typically
transmitted via contact likely varies with many circumstances. To characterize the kinetics of M. agassizii
infection (considered the more virulent and prevalent of the two identified pathogens) we monitored a
captive population of adult G. agassizii infected though contact with M. agassizii infected hosts during
experimental exposures (Chapter 2). Though we did not control the strain or dose of M. agassizii received
by newly infected hosts, we expected the resulting infections to be more representative of natural
variation in disease progression. During and after the initial exposure period, we performed regular health
assessments and collected tissues for multiple diagnostic tests over the course of 4 years to characterize
the dynamics of pathogen load, pathogen shedding, antibody production, and clinical signs.

METHODS
Study animals & monitoring protocol
As a result of transmission studies described in Chapter 2, 14 captive adult desert tortoises (6 female, 8
male) became infected with the pathogen M. agassizii through contact with one of 8 infected male hosts.
Following initial introduction to the infected host (August 19, 2013), we conducted visual health
assessments and collected oral swabs, nasal flush samples, and blood from all exposed tortoises at three
time points: 2, 6, and 10 weeks post exposure to ensure infections had established. After winter
dormancy (Nov 2013 - Mar 2014), all exposed tortoises were quarantined in single pens and examined
weekly from late March/early April - October in 2014-2016 and from April - July in 2017. During weekly
health assessments, we collected oral swabs to estimate infection intensity and nasal swabs to estimate
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shedding rates. A subset of these assessments (typically 3 per year) also included a blood draw to
estimate the timing of antibody production.
Throughout the study, we provided tortoises with food and water on a schedule developed by San
Diego Zoo. All research and captive-care protocols were conducted in accordance with Federal
(TE030659) and State permits (NV: 317351, CA: SC-011076) and were approved by the Penn State
University IACUC committee (#38532 & #46114).
Visual health assessment and clinical sign score
We modified the tortoise visual health assessment procedures developed by USFWS (2013) to include
additional clinical abnormalities and gradients of clinical sign severity (Table 4.S1, Appendix A). Trained
technicians documented all observed clinical signs and sign severity on the day of the assessment and
took detailed photos of the face and any abnormalities observed on the skin or shell. All photos were later
reviewed by C.A. and a revised health assessment dataset was created that included any additions or
modifications to documented clinical signs as determined by the photo review.
Each clinical sign was given a numerical value of 1 - 4 and summed to create a clinical sign index
(CSI) for each visual health assessment as an indication of disease severity. For each tortoise, a preexposure CSI was calculated as the average CSI for all assessments prior to introduction to an infected
host. We then calculated a ΔCSI for each post-exposure assessment as the difference between the
current CSI and the pre-exposure CSI. Positive ΔCSI values therefore indicated worsening health relative
to a tortoise’s pre-exposure condition. We also summed nasal discharge values given to each naris to
create a nasal discharge score that ranged from 0 to 8. Clinical sign definitions and assigned values can
be found in Table 4.S1, and a visual guide to clinical signs is included in Appendix A.
Tissue collection methods and analysis
To perform an oral swab we held two sterile polyester swabs side-by-side and spun each individual swab
while slowly moving both spinning swab tips across the surfaces of the mouth in one full rotation. Each
swab tip was stored in a separate vial and stored on ice while in the field. We collected nasal swabs by
placing a single sterile micro-tipped polyester swab against one naris with mild pressure and spinning the
swab 360 degrees. The same swab was then moved to the other naris, which was swabbed in the same
manner. The swab tip was placed in a sterile vial and stored on ice. A nasal lavage consisted of a flush of
2.5 mL of 0.09% sterile saline solution into each naris using a sterile syringe while collecting the fluid
exiting the opposite naris in a sterile conical vial. After swirling the collected fluid, we used a sterile pipette
to transfer 1 mL of flush to a vial containing 200 μL RNAlater RNA stabilizing reagent (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany), which was then stored on ice. We used a sterile needle and syringe to collect 0.5 mL whole
blood from the subcarapacial sinus (Hernandez-Divers, Hernandez-Divers & Wyneken, 2002). Blood
samples were transferred to lithium heparin microtainers and stored on ice for no longer than 5 hours.
Plasma was separated using centrifugation with a centrifugal force of 1318 ×g and a 50 μL plasma aliquot
was stored separately for analysis. All samples (oral swabs, nasal swabs, nasal lavage fluid, blood
plasma, and red blood cells) were temporarily stored in a standard freezer (-20° C) until transferred to an
ultra-cold freezer for extended storage (-70° C).
For all 2013 health assessments, oral swabs (1 per assessment) and nasal lavage samples were
shipped on dry ice to the San Diego Zoo Amphibian Disease Lab (Escondido, CA, USA) for quantitative
Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) to detect and estimate abundance of M. agassizii per sample (Braun
et al, 2014). In 2014, we sent all weekly oral and nasal swabs (1 per assessment) for qPCR analysis and
in 2015-2017, we sent all biweekly oral and nasal swabs for qPCR tests. Results for each qPCR test
could be negative, positive, or equivocal (inconclusive). A positive result also included three estimates of
M. agassizii abundance – we used the mean of these three values in all data summaries and analyses.
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Negative or equivocal results were considered a non-detection and given an M. agassizii abundance
value of zero. All blood plasma samples were shipped to the Dr. Mary Brown Lab at University of Florida
(Gainesville, FL, USA) for an Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) to detect antibodies to M.
agassizii (Wendland et al, 2007). Results from ELISA tests were reported as negative (antibody titer <
32), suspect (antibody titer ≥ 32 & < 64), or positive (antibody titer ≥ 64) and included an A405 value
indicating the absorbance of the sample measured at a wavelength of 405 nm, which is positively
correlated with antibody titer (Wendland et al, 2007).
Statistical analyses
Since we could not determine the exact day new infections established, all analyses were conducted in
reference to the week an infected tortoise was introduced to all naïve hosts (weeks post exposure). All M.
agassizii abundances estimated by qPCR were log transformed after adding 1 to the abundance so that
zero values would remain zero on the transformed scale. All results, plots, and analyses refer to these
transformed values. For each tortoise, we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) by trapezoidal rule
for all oral swab-based M. agassizii abundances as an indication of cumulative infection intensity (load).
We calculated the AUC of nasal swab-based M. agassizii abundances as an indication of the cumulative
amount of pathogen shed throughout the study. For each tortoise, we summed all positive ΔCSI values
for the first 5 health assessments (week 2 – 33 post exposure) to represent initial disease severity, and
we summed positive ΔCSI values and discharge scores for all assessments as indicators of long-term
disease severity and persistence. We used linear models to explore the relationship between an
individual’s infection intensity (oral swab AUC), disease severity (sum ΔCSI or discharge score), and
cumulative pathogen shedding (nasal swab AUC). Coefficients were considered significant if p-values
were less than 0.05.
To estimate the timing of detectable seroconversion and duration of pathogen shedding, we used
continuous time multi-state Markov models (Jackson et al, 2003). This class of models can use
observations collected longitudinally on individuals at arbitrary time points as they move through different
states to estimate a matrix of transition intensities (instantaneous risk of moving from one state to an
alternate state). The transition intensity matrix allows estimation of three parameters of interest: the
probability of being in a state at a given time, the expected first transition time from one state to another,
and the expected length of time spent in any one state. The Markov model assumes the exact time of
state change is unobserved, but that transition to another state depends on the current state; the
transition intensities can also be allowed to vary with time or with static and temporal covariates. We fit all
Markov models using the package msm for Program R (Jackson, 2011).
To estimate the first time to ELISA-detectable antibody production, we used a three-state Markov
model to represent the possible sample results: negative, suspect, or positive. We did not allow transition
intensities to vary with time due to the limited number of plasma results and inability of the model to
converge with time-varying intensities. To determine the extent of the infectious period, we used a twostate model that included the states: shedding (positive nasal swab result) or not-shedding (negative
nasal swab result). We estimated 6 versions of the shedding model, which assumed transition intensities
1) were time-homogenous, 2) varied by week, 3) varied with tortoise sex, 4) varied with initial disease
severity, 5) varied with the timing of seroconversion, or 6) varied with infection intensity (oral swab AUC).
We compared models with Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC; Burnham & Anderson, 2002) and ran a
modified Pearson goodness-of-fit test (Arguirre-Hernandez & Farewell, 2002) on the highest-ranking
model to assess the prediction fits to the observed data using a p-value cutoff of 0.05. Parameters
estimated with Markov models are presented with 95% confidence intervals based on bootstrapping using
1000 replicates (Jackson, 2011).
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RESULTS
In June 2014, one tortoise rapidly developed severe disease and was found dead. Due to the short time
frame of available data for this tortoise, we omitted this individual’s data from statistical analyses and only
discuss 2013 results for this individual. A second tortoise died in May 2017 due to non-health related
circumstances. Since this was very near the end of the study we included this tortoise’s data in analyses
and discussions of all years’ results. In in Figure 4.1 & Figure 4.2, plot colors indicate the results of
individual tortoises and the same color scheme was used to assist comparisons between plots.
In the weeks following initial exposure, M. agassizii infection loads exhibited exponential growth
and appeared to reach asymptotic peaks before tortoises entered winter dormancy (Figure 4.1).
Throughout 2014, infection loads showed signs of decline in 9 of 13 (69%) hosts, with loads then
fluctuating around relatively stable means in 2015 (Figure 4.1). In 2016, 3 hosts experienced a second
decline in infection loads, while the remaining 10 infections remained at fairly consistent levels. At various
time points M. agassizii became consistently undetectable in 5 of 13 (38%) hosts. Though most qPCR
results for these 5 tortoises remained negative, occasional low-load positives suggested they were still
infected, but at levels low enough to evade consistent detection by oral swab. The mean bacterial
abundance per oral swab for these occasional positives ranged from 60 – 14727 plasmid copies. At the
end of the study, infection loads had diverged into three distinct groups: hosts with low resistance &
persistent high loads (n = 4, 31%), hosts with moderate resistance that had reduced loads to moderate
levels (n = 4, 31%), and hosts with high resistance that reduced loads below detection (n=5, 38%). The
oral swab AUCs, i.e., total infection intensity, significantly differed between these groups (ANOVA, F2,10 =
29.35, p < 0.001).
The timing and severity of clinical signs of disease during M. agassizii infections varied
considerably. In the first 2-10 weeks following exposure, we observed nasal discharge in 5 of 14 (36%)
tortoises and documented early development of severe clinical signs in 3 of 14 (21%) tortoises (Table
4.1). The percentage of tortoises with nasal discharge steadily increased until reaching peak value (86%)
at week 43. We noted tortoises with few to mild signs for the duration of the study (n = 3), moderate to
severe signs for a majority of the study (n = 5), and moderate to severe signs lasting 1 - 2 years (n = 5;
Figure 4.2).
All tortoises showed evidence of shedding M. agassizii in 2014, i.e., consistently positive nasal
swab qPCR results. Over the course of the study, 7 individuals (54%) ceased shedding detectable
amounts of M. agassizii from the nares at various time points – the earliest being 44 weeks and the latest
at 194 weeks post exposure (Figure 4.2). At the end of the study, at 202 weeks post exposure, 5 of the 12
(42%) remaining tortoises still showed signs of shedding M. agassizii. In a multiple linear regression, the
cumulative amount of pathogen shed (nasal swab AUC) by each tortoise was positively correlated to the
intensity of the infection (oral swab AUC; β = 0.607, p < 0.001) and the cumulative discharge score (β =
11.4, p = 0.002). The combined variables explained 90.1% of the variation in cumulative shedding (R2 =
0.901, F2,10 = 45.72, p < 0.001; Figure 4.3). The pattern of state transitions from shedding to nonshedding indicated that transition rates changed over time (Figure 4.4a), but were best described by a
model that allowed transition intensities to vary with infection intensity (Table 4.2; p < 0.001). The model
estimates suggested that hosts with higher resistance to infection, i.e., greater ability to reduce bacterial
burdens, transitioned to the non-shedding state faster, and thus had shorter periods of detectable
pathogen shedding (Figure 4.4b).
One tortoise tested ELISA positive for M. agassizii antibodies as early as 6 weeks post exposure,
but most tortoises showed a longer lag period between exposure and seroconversion with a median of 83
weeks and maximum of 163 weeks. The three state Markov model provided a good fit to observed ELISA
results (p = 0.008) and predicted a tortoise’s first suspect result would occur at 42 weeks (26 – 88 wks
95% CI) and first positive result would occur at 62 weeks (45 – 101 wks 95% CI; Figure 4.5). Compared
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to other detection methods, ELISA was the last method to detect infections, but as infection loads
decreased and clinical signs diminished, ELISA detected similar proportions of infections compared to
qPCR and observations of nasal discharge (Figure 4.6).

DISCUSSION
URTD progression & consequences for diagnostic testing at the population level
The overall infection dynamics documented in this study in many ways matched the conclusions and
assumptions regarding URTD progression described in Brown et al (2002), but include new insights into
the timing and variability of host-pathogen interactions throughout the early years of infection. Following
initial exposure, we documented presence of M. agassizii by qPCR in all tortoises within 10 weeks,
suggesting infections had established. Clinical signs typical of URTD appeared with highly variable speed
and severity (Table 4.1, Figure 4.2), which occurs in many mycoplasma-host systems and has been
attributed to numerous and complex factors (Simecka, 2005). Irrespective of the presence of clinical
signs, we documented evidence of bacterial shedding from the nares in all tortoises, though total bacteria
shed did appear to increase with the severity of nasal discharge (Figure 4.3). The adaptive immune
response lagged considerably behind infection, shedding, and clinical disease, which is consistent with
expectations for slow-responding reptile immune systems (Zimmerman et al, 2010) but was much more
variable than the timing of seroconversions documented after challenge studies (Brown et al. 1994;
Brown et al. 1999). After intranasal inoculations by Brown et al (1994), desert tortoises seroconverted
within 12 weeks while our study estimated an average time to first seroconversion ranging from 45 to 101
weeks post exposure. This discrepancy may stem from the conditions of the initial transmission event:
inoculations allow a controlled dose to enter the nasal cavity, while transmission through contact may
result in lower initial doses. Sandmeier et al (2017b) saw delays in seroconversion similar to those
documented here (ranging 2-20 months with 14.1 month average after the start of the study) when
captive tortoises of mixed disease status were allowed to transmit infections through contact.
Alternatively, characteristics of the pathogen or host could account for variation in the immune response
as well as the variable patterns of infection and clinical signs documented in this study, which we discuss
in more detail below. Regardless of the underlying cause, the delay in seroconversion led to ELISA
results that suggested many animals at their peak infection intensities were uninfected (Figure 4.6). By
the time a majority of animals showed a strong, high-titer antibody response (and most likely in response
to increased immune system activity), some host infection loads declined to levels that could not be
consistently detected with qPCR.
These data present strong evidence that temporal changes within hosts after infection can affect
diagnostic patterns, particularly in chronic and variable diseases such as URTD. The infection timeline
should therefore be considered when choosing sampling methods or interpreting snap-shot surveys for
disease in host populations. For example, Sandmeier et al (2017a) conducted a range-wide survey for
URTD in desert tortoise populations using diagnostic tools similar to this study (observations of clinical
signs, qPCR of nasal lavages, and ELISA of blood plasma), the results of which may be newly interpreted
in light of the infection dynamics shown here. In Sandmeier et al (2017a), individual and population status
did not always strongly correlate between diagnostic tools; in many cases qPCR positive animals showed
no overt clinical signs or returned negative ELISA results. As a result, population prevalence based on
qPCR correlated with clinical signs only if low-load qPCR results were excluded as a positive result, and
did not correlate with antibody prevalence in either case. A second analysis of a larger survey found that
average population infection intensities (based on qPCR) were associated with prevalence of both clinical
signs and positive qPCR status (Weitzman et al, 2017). Based on the data presented here, we posit that
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the results in both studies could be largely due to the timing in which individuals and populations became
infected. In the first year of infection, tortoises often exhibited high M. agassizii loads, consistent positive
qPCR results, and apparent clinical signs of URTD, which would lead to strong correlations between highvalue, qPCR-based intensities and both prevalence of clinical signs and infection. At this stage, however,
many animals did not show evidence of antibody production, which could cause poor correlation between
qPCR and ELISA results, and possibly between ELISA-based prevalence and clinical signs of URTD. In
the later stages of infection, tortoises that successfully reduced bacterially loads generally lacked clinical
signs and had inconsistent and often negative qPCR results. Most positive tortoises sampled in
Sandmeier et al (2017a) exhibited mild visual signs of disease and low infection loads, which may
indicate that these animals were initially infected multiple years prior to the survey. Infection load and
prevalence correlations could be spurious and due to low-load infections misdiagnosed as negative
(Miller et al. 2012). Sandmeier et al (2017a) reported 20 individuals classified as ELISA positive and
qPCR negative, which could indicate false-negative classification by qPCR in the advanced stages of
infection. Alternatively, low-load populations may be in a later stage of disease introduction where a
majority of individuals are no longer infectious and transmission rates have slowed - leading to lower
prevalence compared to populations with many high-load, infectious hosts.
The temporal variation in host status during M. agassizii infections also presents complications
when determining the impact of disease on host survival. Most investigations of URTD-related mortality in
wild Gopherus spp. populations have used ELISA to categorize host infection status and found
inconclusive or variable relationships between serology and survival (McCoy et al, 2007; Ozgul et al,
2009; Berish et al, 2010). We show here that severe disease can often precede seroconversion,
suggesting that the infected hosts at greatest risk of mortality would often be categorized as uninfected by
ELISA and so may have confounded previous conclusions about URTD impacts. An assessment of
URTD epidemiology in Gopherus polyphemus found that M. agassiizi seropositive tortoises tended to
survive at higher rates than seronegative tortoises, but also found that seronegative tortoises experienced
higher mortality as population seroprevalence increased (Ozgul et al, 2009). In light of our data, we
suggest the results of Ozgul et al (2009) support the presence of an acute mortality risk following
exposure to M. agassizii infected hosts, but preceding seroconversion. We only observed one diseaserelated mortality event in this study and the captive conditions (consistent supply of food and water)
prevented any meaningful conclusions relative to disease-induced mortality. We do note that the time
period between onset of apparent disease and death in this case was brief (7 weeks) relative to the
common survey intervals of most tortoise populations (seasonally - annually). As with many population
trends in desert tortoises, disease dynamics appear to be complex and the product of both fast and slow
processes - determining what impacts URTD may have on tortoise recovery will require consideration of
these temporally changing host-pathogen interactions.
Multiple studies have now come to the resounding conclusion that URTD surveys should
incorporate multiple diagnostic tools because of the possibility of miscategorizing infection status (Brown
et al, 2002; Sandmeier et al, 2017a, 2017b). We also suggest that finer-scale sampling intervals may be
necessary to capture certain disease dynamics, such as acute responses to M. agassizii introduction. We
highlight that the combined results of multiple diagnostic methods and when possible, multiple sampling
events, may provide further value by indicating where hosts lie on the infection timeline (Borremans et al,
2016) and whether they’re likely to contribute to onward transmission.
Variable responses may affect both host and pathogen fitness
The fairly distinct time series patterns we’ve described suggest that tortoises may fall into one of three
response categories upon infection with M. agassizii, which we conceptualize in Figure 4.7. Though
gradations between these categories likely exist, the delineations we propose here can be used as a
starting point to build epidemiological models of URTD to compare to disease patterns in wild
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populations. The important distinctions between these response categories lie in the infection intensity,
initial period of infectiousness, and the severity and persistence of clinical signs. Each of these responses
imply various risks and benefits to both host and pathogen that could influence population disease
dynamics.
Soon after initial exposure and infection, response-1 tortoises reduced their pathogen burden
(higher resistance), often at the expense of developing severe but transitory clinical signs (lower
tolerance; Raberg et al, 2009). Present data suggest that a severe disease response may cause female
hosts to temporarily cease reproductive output until transition to a low-load and clinically mild infection
state (Rostal, 2014). Further and formal investigation of this relationship could provide important insight
into the existence of trade-offs relative to infection response. At the other extreme, response-3 tortoises
appeared less resistant, i.e., experienced higher M. agassizii burdens, but more tolerant - they developed
very few or less severe clinical signs. These hosts may avoid early mortality risks associated with an
over-active response, but it is unclear whether tolerating such high infection loads adversely affects hosts
in the long-term. Sandmeier et al (2017a) noted that many wild tortoises examined for URTD were subclinical with low-load qPCR results, possibly pointing toward response-1 as the more common infection
response in wild populations.
The different infection responses categorized in Figure 4.7 also suggest some important
differences in parameters that influence the pathogen’s ability to persist and spread to new hosts. As
tortoise resistance to infection decreased, the period of detectable pathogen shedding lengthened (Figure
4.4). This may indicate a benefit to the pathogen, but also a cost. Clinical signs such as nasal and ocular
discharge may facilitate transmission between hosts, and our results indicate that total pathogen shed is
affected by the presence of nasal discharge (Figure 4.3). The lack of consistent or severe nasal discharge
during prolonged, high-load infections suggests that an increase in infectious period may result in lower
infectiousness at most points in time. We cannot definitively conclude, however, that bacteria collected on
nasal swabs was viable and able to cause new infections, so we can only speculate that nasal swab
loads equate to infectiousness.
Outbreaks of URTD in captivity indicate that sub-clinical hosts can transmit infection (Rostal,
2014; Sandmeier et al, 2017b), but captive situations may inflate contact between hosts and promote
transmission even at low shedding rates. Wild tortoise populations generally exhibit low connectivity
characterized by brief and temporally interspersed contacts (Chapter 3), suggesting an intermediate
reaction to infection - response-2 - may be most beneficial to M. agassizii transmission. Multi-year
infectious periods would not only improve pathogen spreading potential within populations, but also
increase the chances of dispersal to distant populations (Cross et al, 2005). Long-distance dispersal
events in tortoises appear rare, but occur with enough frequency to genetically mix fairly large regions of
the tortoise range (Hagerty & Tracy, 2010). Regardless of the type of response, all infections showed
evidence of persistence beyond the study, which allows for future reactivation of discharge and shedding.
The potential for prolonged infectious periods and recrudescence likely contributed to the widespread
distribution and high prevalence of M. agassizii infections found in recent surveys (Weitzman et al, 2017).
Possible outcomes beyond initial years of infection
Given the possibly life-long nature of M. agassizii infections, this framework is limited by the lack of data
beyond the observed 202 weeks of infection. Considering the patterns observed thus far in these data
and existing knowledge of URTD, we suggest a number of outcomes are plausible for these infections in
the years following the study. When we modeled transition rates from shedding to non-shedding status as
a function of time since exposure, the model predicted all animals would crease shedding by
approximately 400 weeks (Figure 4.4a). However, host ability to resist infection may play a large role in
determining shedding duration (Figure 4.4b). Tortoises with intermediate resistance will likely further
reduce their bacterial loads and cease shedding - we saw indications of this at the end of the study
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(Figure 4.2). Hosts with low resistance to infection seem less predictable. No animals in this class
transitioned to a different state throughout the study. Our only indication of a future change in status
within this group was the presence of more severe discharge in the later weeks of the study. A change in
clinical signs could perhaps indicate a change in immune activity that could affect future infection loads.
Tortoises that did decrease infection loads below detection remained subclinical and lacked signs
of shedding for the remainder of the study. Once hosts reach this state, the chances of remaining there
likely depend on the conditions experienced thereafter. Secondary exposures to M. agassizii appear to
trigger rapid responses similar to response-1 (Figure 4.7), which suggest that tortoises in a low-load,
clinically silent state may re-start the infection timeline upon re-exposure (McLaughlin, 1997). In the
absence of reinfection, recrudescence can still occur and has been documented in tortoises following
subclinical periods over one year (Schumacher et al 1997). A crucial step in URTD research will be to
investigate the factors that may trigger reactivation of clinical disease and pathogen shedding. The rangewide study of Weitzman et al (2017) indicates that M. agassizzi infections are more prevalent than
expected in tortoise populations, but often in a subclinical state. With the anticipated changes in climate
and drought patterns in the Mojave (Seager et al, 2007; Cayan et al, 2010) and the suspected (but
unstudied) influence of environmental stress on URTD severity (Brown et al, 2002), tortoise populations
could be at risk of future outbreaks or of compound effects of disease and other population stressors.
Uncontrolled sources of variation
Studying within host dynamics in captivity allowed consistent and detailed documentation of disease, but
the use of captive tortoises presents many uncontrolled variables that could have influenced our results.
These infections resulted from contact with 8 male tortoises randomly chosen from a pool of qPCR
positive and symptomatic captive tortoises. The original infected hosts acquired M. agassizii infections
from unknown sources and thus the pathogen strain and possible co-infections transmitted in this study
were unknown. Mycoplasmas, like other pathogens, can vary in virulence and their ability to evade or
influence the host immune system (Brown et al, 1999; Simecka, 2005). Despite the unknown strain-types
used here, we suspect that pathogen strain was not the only factor influencing the variable infection
dynamics observed in these tortoises. Several challenge studies that have controlled for Mycoplasma
spp. strain in a number of host species have documented highly variable responses to infection (Brown et
al, 1994; Sydenstricker et al, 2006; Grodio et al, 2012). Another potential contributing factor may have
been the presence and transmission of other organisms or particulates along with the pathogen during
host contact. Inoculations with infected donor exudate tend to cause more severe URTD in tortoises than
pure M. agassizii culture (Brown et al, 1994), which suggests virulence may be influenced by coinfections or other exudate-borne materials. There were not enough replicates per donor host in this study
to determine whether infection patterns were associated with the source of the infection, but we note that
tortoises exposed to the same infected host followed very different infection timelines and patterns in
multiple instances (Table 4.1).
Similarly, the naïve tortoises infected in our study came from an existing pool of captive tortoises
with variable and unknown histories. We tested tortoises for evidence of prior exposure to M. agassizii
and M. testudineum, however, some tortoises could only be sampled once prior to exposure. One tortoise
in this study mounted a very rapid and robust immune response, which may indicate prior but undetected
exposure to M. agassizii (McLaughlin, 1997; Zimmerman et al, 2010). Though these tortoises lacked
overt signs of URTD or poor health, the presence of other abnormal conditions cannot be ruled out and
may have had unknown effects on individual response to M. agassizii infection. Many clinical signs
associated with mycoplasmosis are attributed to immunopathology (Simecka, 2005), so the mechanisms
underlying host infection response may be rooted in differences in immune function (Simecka, 2005;
Hurtado, 2012; Medzhitov et al, 2012). Innate and adaptive immune responses may be genetically based,
but may also be affected by host condition at the time of infection (Hawley & Altizer, 2010). For example,
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hosts immunosuppressed from chronic stress or poor nutrition, perhaps in response to extended captivity,
may be incapable of effectively resisting invading pathogens (Buehler et al, 2008; de Assis et al, 2015).
Our lack of detailed knowledge of both host and pathogens used in this study limits our inference
regarding the underlying causes of the observed infection patterns. It is likely, however, that wild hosts
also vary in physiology, diet, microbiota, infection history, and genetics in ways that may also influence
the outcome of M. agassizii infections. Though the distribution of infection outcomes observed in captivity
may not be a good indication of the proportion of wild tortoises that will respond similarly upon infection,
we do feel that the responses documented here represent a plausible range of infection outcomes
tortoises could exhibit following infection.
Conclusion
The dynamics of URTD and Mycoplasma agassizii infections within hosts have not been characterized in
detail beyond the first year of infection. Many assumptions regarding the temporal patterns of this disease
have thus been based on data from mycoplasma infections in other host species, and situations where
tortoises have been sampled at large temporal intervals. This longitudinal study provides support for
many existing assumptions but also sheds new light on how variation in individual responses to infection
and infection patterns over time may influence disease patterns observed in wild tortoise populations. The
insights learned here and the relative ease and low cost of qPCR point to new and exciting opportunities
for URTD research beyond presence/absence. This study highlights the importance of understanding the
timing and heterogeneity of within-host processes in order to elucidate larger-scale dynamics such as
between host transmission and population level prevalence. Future studies investigating the factors
influencing infection variation in tortoises could prove valuable to characterizing disease dynamics and
estimating long-term impacts in this species.
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FIGURES

Figure 4.1 Time series of Mycoplasma agassizii infection loads at sampling points before and after initial
exposure to an infected host (week 0). Infection load values are the log of 1 plus the mean abundance
estimated by three qPCR runs per oral swab.
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Figure 4.2 Time series of Mycoplasma agassizii shedding (lines) and nasal discharge (bars) in desert
tortoises newly infected in late 2013. Shedding values shown are the log of 1 plus the mean abundance
estimated by three qPCR runs per nasal swab. Nasal discharge scores range from 0 – 8. Each row and
color shows data for a single tortoise.
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Figure 4.3 Relationship between the intensity of Mycoplasma agassizii infection, severity of nasal
discharge, and cumulative amount of pathogen shed over the study. Points show the area under the
curve (AUC) of M. agassizii detected on nasal swabs with qPCR from 2014 -2017 relative to the AUC of
M. agassizii detected on oral swabs from 2013 – 2017 for each tortoise. Point size reflects the summed
nasal discharge score for all health assessments. Lines and shading show the predicted values and 95%
confidence intervals estimated for a range of discharge scores using multiple linear regression.
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Figure 4.4 Predictions and 95% confidence intervals of a) the probability hosts would be shedding over
time (based on multi-state models with state transition rates varying by week) and b) the number of weeks
(out of 202 weeks) a tortoise is expected to be nasal swab positive relative to that individual’s overall M.
agassizii infection intensity. Infection intensities were estimated using the area under the curve of all
qPCR oral swab results following exposure and then used to estimate multi-state models with state
transition rates that varied with infection intensity. Predictions were calculated for the minimum (turquoise
bar), mean (yellow bar), and maximum (red bar) infection intensities observed during the study.
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Figure 4.5 a) Observed proportion of tortoises with negative (turquoise), suspect (yellow) or positive (red)
ELISA results from plasma samples collected over 202 weeks after exposure to an M. agassizii infected
host. b) Multi-state Markov model predictions with 95% confidence intervals of the probability a tortoise
will test negative (turquoise), suspect (yellow) or positive (red) when sampled over the course of the
infection.
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Figure 4.6 Proportion of tortoises (week 0 - 43: n = 14; week 44 - 193: n = 13; week 194 - 202: n = 12)
with positive evidence of M. agassizii infection determined by observation of nasal discharge during
health assessment (yellow), bacteria detected on nasal swab by qPCR (green), bacteria detected on oral
swab by qPCR (blue), or antibodies detected in plasma by ELISA (red). Either “Positive” or “Suspect”
ELISA results were considered a detection.
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Figure 4.7 Three proposed response trajectories for desert tortoises newly infected with M. agassizii
based on the responses observed in 13 tortoises over 202 weeks. After exposure, tortoises move into
different states characterized by the infection load, shedding pattern, and presence and severity of clinical
signs of disease. The width of the state box reflects the length of time the host is proposed to stay in that
state. Dotted arrows and grey boxes are transitions that could occur in the unobserved future based on
current knowledge of URTD.
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TABLES
Table 4.1 Summary data for tortoises monitored during the establishment of new
Mycoplasma agassizii infections acquired through contact with an infected host (donor).
Tissue samples were collected at regular intervals to detect the presence of M. agassiizi
with qPCR or antibodies to M. agassiizii with an ELISA. Presence of new clinical signs of
disease were recorded, scored, and summed for the first five assessments (early ΣΔCSI)
and for all assessments (ΣΔCSI). Level of pathogen resistance was categorized as low,
moderate, or high, based on the extent of pathogen load decline during the study.

tortoise

status

sex

donor

Time of first detection
(weeks post exposure)
nasal
qPCR discharge
ELISA

early
ΣΔCSI

total
ΣΔCSI

resistance

22211

dead*

F

6070

2

134

99

5.0

54

low

22314

alive

M

6070

2

10

83

28.0

394

high

22301

alive

F

6349

2

42

83

0.0

282

moderate

22399

alive

M

6349

6

31

163

6.0

400

moderate

21804

alive

M

18985

6

43

99

3.0

115

low

22340

alive

F

18985

6

43

99

2.0

294

moderate

14839

alive

M

19415

6

109

83

6.0

84

low

22409

alive

M

20304

2

6

6

39.0

197

high

22417

alive

F

20304

6

36

59

11.0

422

high

22003

alive

M

21190

2

10

59

6.5

648

moderate

22419

dead**

F

21190

6

36

NA

4.0

NA

NA

15780

alive

M

21894

2

37

99

6.0

433

low

22335

alive

F

21894

2

10

83

17.0

88

high

22390

alive

M

21897

2

6

83

38.3

572

high

* tortoise found dead May 2017 due to non-disease related circumstances
** tortoise found dead June 2014 due to poor health
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Table 4.2 AIC values and weights for multi-state Markov models fit
to nasal swab data. Covariates were compared to determine their
effect on the rate of transition between shedding and non-shedding
states

covariate
infection intensity
initial disease severity
time of seroconversion
week
sex
null

-2*LL AIC
ΔAIC weight
539.3 547.3
0
1.0E+00
585.2 593.3 46.0
1.0E-10
596.7 604.7 57.4
3.4E-13
621.7 629.7 82.4
1.3E-18
634.5 642.5 95.2
2.1E-21
639.9 643.9 96.6
1.1E-21

1
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
2
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

Abnormal sounds
Labored
Discolored/bleached
Flaking
Crusts
Damp
Mild serous discharge
Moderate serous discharge
Severe serous discharge
Mild mucous discharge
Moderate mucous discharge
Severe mucous discharge
Eroded
Occluded
Partially closed
Fully closed
Conjunctival swelling
Conjunctival redness
Serous discharge
Mucous discharge
Corneal opacity
Moderately sunken
Severely sunken
Reddened
Moderate swelling
Severe swelling
Flaking/erosion
Crusts
Pale
Reddened
Pale
Reddened
Atrophied (tongue)
Ulcers

Crusts
Plaques
Hypersalivation

Respiration

Tongue & oral mucosa

Choana

Periocular (L or R)

Eye (L or R)

Naris (L or R)

Beak

Value
1

Clinical sign
Lethargic/weak

Category
Behavior/Posture

Definition
Head or forelimbs may hang limp when approached and when lifted, tortoise appears weak, is slow to
respond to stimuli and/or does not resist gentle tugging on the limbs
Audible rasping, wheezing, gurgle, or other sound that suggests obstruction or presence of fluid in the airway
Tortoise pumps forelimbs and/or head in exaggerated manner when breathing
Abnormal or white discoloration under the nares or around the mouth
Severe peeling of scales or keratin layers at or near beak
An outer layer of solid material formed by the drying of a bodily exudate or secretion
Moisture noticed at nares (or perhaps wet dirt) but discharge not distinct
Clear, watery discharge present at or just around naris
Clear, watery discharge coming out of naris and running down scales just below the naris
Clear, watery discharge coming out of naris and running down to or past the beak
Cloudy, thick discharge present at or just around naris
Cloudy, thick discharge coming out of naris and running down scales just below the naris
Cloudy, thick discharge coming out of naris and running down to or past the beak
Loss of scales and skin around naris opening. Area looks white and smooth
Naris opening is partially or completely plugged (not by dirt or debris)
Tortoise appears unable to fully open eye
Tortoise appears unable to open eye
Membrane near the corner of eye is abnormally large, easily visible and partially covering eye
Membrane near the corner of eye is abnormally pink or red
Clear, watery discharge present
Cloudy, thick discharge present
Eye is cloudy, hazy, or there is a lot of transparency of the cornea
Eye is recessed and a distinct shelf is visible beneath the eye
Eye is deeply recessed into socket and a very prominent shelf is visible beneath the eye
Area around the eye (periocular or palpebra) is abnormally pink or red
noticeable enlargement and round/puffy appearance of the palpebra or periocular
very enlarged & rounded palpebra or periocular; Swelling so severe the eye opening is reduced
scales of periocular missing or flaking, area appears white or translucent
white, crusty exudate observed around the eyes; typically beneath or at corner of eyes
Lacking pink coloration, white, or slightly yellow
Very dark pink to red
Lacking pink coloration, white, or slightly yellow
Very dark pink to red
Tongue small in size and recessed into lower jaw, does not appear large and fleshy
Localized defects or excavations of the surface of a tissue, usually produced by sloughing of necrotic
inflammatory tissue.
An outer layer of solid material formed by the drying of a bodily exudate or secretion
Flat tissue with white or yellow appearance compared to the pink tongue or mucous membrane
Excessive salivating, may form foam-like bubbles around mouth

Table 4.S1. Clinical signs documented during desert tortoise health assessments and photo review. Each sign contributed a numerical value that
was summed to create a clinical sign index (CSI). Values were determined based on the severity and/or rarity of the clinical sign.
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CONCLUSION
It may appear at first glance that I am a masochist. This dissertation began with a chapter presenting
potential effects of translocation on tortoise connectivity, contact, and transmission, and then
subsequently provided evidence to counter all of the assumptions Chapter 1’s conclusions relied on.
Instead of masochism, I hope that you will instead see how my research reflects the principal challenge
faced by many wildlife managers: making decisions in the face of limited information, and updating those
decisions in light of new data. I began with fairly loose assumptions, and if a manager had taken those
results to heart when deciding how to avoid disease risks during translocation, he/she would only risk
being overly cautious. In many translocation scenarios, however, there may not be the luxury of avoiding
action; habitat alteration and population disturbance may be a foregone conclusion and the decision then
becomes how to lessen to the greatest extent possible the impacts of the disturbance. In these instances,
more refined data can be invaluable to the decision making process. A major hindrance to understanding
URTD dynamics and mitigating disease threats in desert tortoise populations has been a lack of
fundamental data (Sandmeier et al, 2009). My goal throughout this research has been to chip away at the
wall of uncertainty so that a truly informed assessment of translocation and disease impacts on tortoise
populations might be possible.
Another theme I hope you will take away from this body of work is the capacity of lower-scale
processes to influence population-level patterns. In Chapter 1 I began with perhaps the most obvious and
measureable influence on directly transmitted disease - spatial distribution - to estimate transmission
patterns, but then proceeded to dig deeper into the characteristics of both parasite and host that might
create heterogeneity in transmission beyond the expectations of host distribution. When important
epidemiologically-relevant parameters exhibit large variability, generic models often fail to capture the
nuances of disease dynamics in wild populations (Keeling & Eames, 2005; Lloyd-Smith et al, 2005). In
Chapter 2, I saw how characteristics of transmission might be critical to consider in URTD dynamics –
hosts may have to contact for substantial periods before M. agassizii can successfully establish in a new
host. This situation likely stems from the sensitivity of M. agassizii to desiccation, the aridity of the host
environment, and the limited face-to-face contact typically involved in tortoise interactions. The
consequence being, that M. agassizii may rely on either highly infectious hosts or long-lasting/repeated
contacts between hosts to spread effectively. Of course the reality is likely a mixture of the two, but
depends on what the distribution of contacts and infectiousness typically look like in tortoise populations,
encouraging me to take a closer look at these between-host and within host processes.
Social network analysis offers a way to relate transmission patterns to underlying host
connectivity, but a major barrier to this approach is knowing what the contact network looks like,
particularly for a cryptic host species that spends a majority of time underground. I turned to proximity
loggers in this study to collect more in-depth data on tortoise contacts, but realistically, these devices are
just too expensive, too finicky, and too impractical to use on a large-scale with desert tortoises. So in
Chapter 3, I not only wanted to explore what factors may be associated with frequent contact between
tortoises, but also determine whether I could make use of more commonly available data to predict
tortoise contacts in future analyses. The results look promising, and though contact durations seem very
difficult to predict, the combination of spatial data, burrow-use, and seasonal and sex-biased behaviors
get us closer to re-creating the more skewed, contact frequency distributions that seem typical of tortoise
populations. Chapter 3’s results also point to a simple, but potentially useful implication: mating behavior
and timing create contact patterns more conducive to transmission. Desert tortoise translocations typically
occur in the spring, outside of peak mating season, but recent projects have involved fall releases. Based
on the contact behavior I documented in Chapter 3, managers may want to continue opting for spring
releases, which may allow tortoises to settle into less dense distributions before social activity escalates
later in the year.
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Contact, however, does not a transmission make. The transmission model I developed in Chapter
2 indicates that hosts with low loads of M. agassizii may no longer be infectious. No data describing
tortoise infectiousness existed, though, and so without any idea of the variability, the duration, or the
frequency of infectiousness within infected hosts, it would have been hard to meaningfully estimate
disease dynamics in tortoises. Chapter 4 then, becomes an extremely valuable set of descriptive data on
the progression of infection within hosts and the shedding patterns we might expect in the first years of
infection. These results also support what I predicted in Chapter 2 – that low-load hosts appear to no
longer be shedding bacteria, and would therefore not be expected to contribute to transmission. An
observation I found equally noteworthy was the presence of clinically silent carriers that actively shed
bacteria for multiple years without outward sign of infection. These type of infections may very well be the
cause of prior URTD outbreaks in captive situations; researchers inadvertently began a chain of
transmission by introducing subclinical carriers into a group of hosts, expecting they were naïve to M.
agassizii based on an antibody test (Rostal, 2014; Sandmeier et al, 2017a). Currently, tortoise
translocation guidelines also do not take into account infection status when deciding whether to relocate
animals, as long as the tortoise is not showing substantial signs of disease or poor health (USFWS,
2016). My findings suggest that managers may want to consider infection load instead of clinical signs as
a decision-making tool, considering the high rate of shedding I typically found associated with high
infection levels regardless of clinical signs.
Can we now evaluate translocation’s role in URTD dynamics within desert tortoise populations? I
certainly believe we’re much closer, and the next research steps I wish to take should bring us to a more
confident risk assessment. By combining the results in Chapter 2 and 3 with radio telemetry and health
data collected from numerous wild tortoise monitoring projects, I hope to predict the contact and
transmission networks for populations where data on disease and infection status are available. This step
would be an important evaluation of the applicability and accuracy of our models to more natural and
noisy data. There also are two remaining and very significant questions that I believe warrant answering
in light of our current research: 1) should we expect translocated tortoises to interact with the resident
population under similar seasonal and sex-determined guidelines, and 2) does translocation, or other
common stressors (drought, food shortage) alter the disease status of infected hosts?
In Chapter 1 I demonstrated how tortoise augmentations create plenty of new opportunities for
contact, but in Chapter 3 I provided evidence that tortoises can show social avoidance or attraction to
proximal conspecifics. Do tortoises conduct business as usual in the presence of unfamiliar individuals?
Do the new tortoises on the block seek out or avoid the established members of the new environment?
To begin answering these questions, I co-authored a study analyzing tortoise burrow-use behavior using
existing datasets from tortoise populations experiencing various stressors, including translocation
(Appendix B). The results suggest that released animals may be avoiding resident burrows, which I found
to be an indication of low rates of interaction in Chapter 3. To supplement these findings and as part of
our larger research goals, I conducted multiple experimental translocations in a captive and wild setting
and documented detailed data on interactions and movement using proximity loggers and GPS
monitoring. I am currently working with collaborators to analyze the resulting data so that we might better
understand how translocated tortoises incorporate themselves into the existing resident social network.
Infectiousness can very well determine what the resulting contact network means for M. agassizii
transmission. Based on recent range-wide surveys for URTD in tortoise populations (Sandmeier et al,
2017b; Weitzman et al, 2017), low-intensity and potentially non-infectious M. agassizii hosts appear the
most common. Under these circumstances, many new but short interactions between tortoises at
translocation sites may have little impact on transmission patterns. The presence of high-load, infectious
hosts, however, may produce greater risk of rapid M. agassizii spread during translocation events.
Preliminary surveys for infection status of both translocated and resident tortoises could prove useful for
determining how to approach releases in order to prevent the latter scenario. However, this approach
could still present risks if low-load hosts recrudesce into a more severe disease state upon release. In
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collaboration with another research team that conducted a translocation of both M. agassizii infected and
uninfected hosts, I aim to investigate whether infected tortoises alter shedding patterns after
translocation. These data could help us better predict the spreading potential of M. agassizii under
various translocation circumstances.
The combined data from the research presented in this dissertation and projects recently finished
or underway, I hope will form the foundation for detailed disease simulations under adjustable
translocation scenarios. My ultimate goal is to identify the circumstances that present the greatest risk to
spreading M. agassizii beyond its expected natural trajectory. Though the chronic nature of this disease
allows M. agassizii to persist despite the solitary lifestyle of its host, the possibility of host resistance and
cessation of shedding for long periods implies that all populations may not be destined for eventual
infection. The persistence of M. agassizii does not seem to present as great a threat to tortoise
populations as the recurrence of outbreaks of more severe URTD (Perez-Heydrich et al, 2012). In light of
the data I’ve seen thus far, I think translocations can, without exorbitant measures, be conducted in a way
that limits its contributions to URTD outbreaks. I do worry however, that the lack of high mortality events
despite the apparent high prevalence of M. agassizii infections in many populations may lull managers
into a false sense of security. The continued loss and degradation of habitat, combined with the changing
frequency and pattern of extreme weather events across the Mojave Desert (Seager et al, 2007; Cayan et
al, 2010) could prove a future catalyst for disease outbreak and mortality if M. agassizii is allowed to
build-up unchecked. Desert tortoise ecology, much like many processes in desert ecosystems, appear
subject to the pulse-reserve paradigm (Noy-Meier, 1994; Schwinning et al, 2004), and disease dynamics
within this species may follow suit. The perceived respite from disease-associated mortality may not
continue in the face of a hotter and drier Mojave ecosystem and population viability of this long-lived
species is especially sensitive to changes in adult mortality (Doak et al, 1994; Perez-Heydrich et al,
2012).
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